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Is the ‘Australian musical’
an oxymoron?

W

Was there ever such a thing? Or is it a search for the golden boomerang?
Frank Van Straten reveals the true history of the Australian musical.

hen I started going to the

in the ensuing half century. And it also

concentrate on stage works: book musicals,

theatre the term ‘Australian

tweaked my curiosity about what had gone

and therefore not revue. That’s an entirely

musical’ was an oxymoron. An

before, and a keen interest in what followed.

different story!

Australian musical? An Australian musical?

This discourse, then, is a fairly selective

And a ramble like this raises the

Come on, Australians didn’t write musicals.

précis of that sometimes heart-warming,

question of what exactly is an Australian

There was no point. Nobody would have

sometimes heart-breaking history. We’ll

musical. I’ve followed the line that we’re

wanted to produce one because nobody

touch occasionally on musicals on film,

would have dreamed of going to see one!

radio and television, but mainly we’ll

Then along came an extraordinary
character called Edmond Samuels. He’d
made a fortune selling hangover cures at his
chemist’s shop in Sydney and he had
written a musical. The commercial
managements snubbed him so he decided

talking about shows developed and
produced in Australia by
Australians, although, as you’ll see,
there are some intriguing hybrids lurking
in the wings.
And if I’ve left out some of your
favourites, I’m sorry.
‘I wrote FFF to find an outlet for

to put up a considerable amount of his own

superfluous energy that would result in

money to get the thing on stage.

opening the way for other Australian

Towards the end of 1950 he leased the
down-at-heel King’s Theatre in Russell

dramatists, song-writers and composers.’
These were the words of a handsome,

Street, Melbourne and, for his Australian

mercurial go-getter, Clement John De Garis,

show, he engaged an American director,

one of the pioneers of the Murray River

Carl Randall, and an American leading

dried fruits industry.

man, Earl Covert (both from J.C.W’s Annie

FFF was the first Australian musical

Get Your Gun), together with an unknown

comedy. Before it there had been locally

and barely competent English leading lady,

written plays, pantomimes and even operas,

Beryl Seton.

but the idea of an Australian musical,

Though his show concerned

especially one with a contemporary setting,

bushrangers he decided to call it The

was radical in the extreme. So was the

Highwayman, a term never used in Australia!

show’s odd title. De Garis even organised a

Nevertheless, it was Australian, and it was

competition for patrons to suggest what they

promoted as such. It did well until a

thought the initials stood for!

heatwave kept audiences away; the Sydney
run was even more disappointing.
But The Highwayman paved the way for
all the brave local musicals, big and small,
which have ventured onto Australian stages

Permièring at the Prince of Wales
Theatre in Adelaide on 28 August 1920,
FFF later played in Perth and Melbourne
but slipped from sight before it could get *

The lusty, leftist New Theatre produced

to Sydney. Sadly, it was hardly a great

musical, The Cedar Tree. Again Varney

loveable Bunyip and the production was

Subsequent Pinne-Battye musicals include

Australian-born Ron Randell as Edward

success, though one of its songs, ‘The

Monk wrote the score and again Gladys

the seemingly-immortal musical Reedy River

widely acclaimed; sadly subsequent acrimony

Don’t Tell Helena (1962), A Bunch of Ratbags

Moulton-Barrett—but Robert and Elizabeth

Murray Moon’, with music by Reginald

Moncrieff starred. Thring also featured

for the first time in 1953. Dick Diamond

between Humphries and O’Shaughnessy

(1966), It Happened in Tanjablanca (1969),

has never been seen in New York!

Stoneham, remained popular for a

‘Our Glad’ in The Beloved Vagabond, a 1927

used traditional folk songs to augment the

has prevented further productions.

Caroline (1971), The Computer and Love

London musical with a score by Australian

story of the 1891 shearers'’ strike.

few years.

William Orr’s Phillip Street Theatre in

In 1961 J.C.Williamson’s produced The

Travelling Salesman (1972), Red, White and

Sentimental Bloke. It was the second of only

Sydney departed from its diet of intimate

Boogie (1973), Sweet Fanny Adams (1974), and

two Australian musicals produced by The

recorded countless times and has been

revue in 1958 to stage Eleanor Witcombe and

several children’s panto-musicals.

Firm that dominated Australian theatre for

producers of musical theatre, relied almost

published by Currency Press. A follow-up

John McKellar’s adaptation of Molière’s The

plus his musical Hullo Healo! It was seen

entirely on imported material. Nevertheless,

Diamond musical, Under the Coolibah Tree,

Miser, Mistress Money, for which Dot Mendoza

for Prisoner: Cell Block H—The Musical. Based

success. A thoroughly delightful adaptation

first in Adelaide and played at the Palace

perhaps inspired by Thring’s pioneering

was presented by New Theatre in 1955,

wrote her only musical comedy score.

on the cult Australian television series, it

of C.J. Dennis’s poems, it had a libretto by

Theatre in Sydney in 1927.

efforts, in 1934 they produced Charles

and The Ballad of Angel’s Alley, with a

had a riotously successful season in London

Lloyd Thompson and music and lyrics by

Enter: Jack O’Hagan

Zwar and J.C.Bancks’s spectacular Blue

libretto by Jeff Underhill and music by

Lola Montez were the basis for the 1958

in 1995. Peter Pinne collaborated with Ray

Albert Arlen and Nancy Brown.

Melbourne’s prolific songwriter Jack

Mountain Melody which featured local idols

Bruce George, in 1958.

musical of that name by Alan Burke, Peter

Kolle for A Bit O’ Petticoat which played at

Cyril Ritchard and Madge Elliott. Its title

Benjamin and Peter Stannard. It was

Hobart’s Theatre Royal in 1984.

Adelaide writer-composer Kenneth
Duffield worked mainly in London, but
several of his revues were presented here,

O’Hagan supplied some extra songs for a
British musical called Turned Up which

The piece has been revived and

composer Dudley Glass.
J.C.Williamson’s, Australia’s principal

George also provided the music for a

The Ballarat adventures of the infamous

Pinne and Battye were also responsible

song and ‘I Can See A

In November 1960,

so many years—and it was an enormous

Earlier the same team had created The
Girl from the Snowy, but this was produced
only in Canberra. The Sentimental Bloke has

Picture’ achieved brief

turned up at the Theatre Royal in

Kookaburra, advertised as

been seen on television, recorded twice,

popularity, but J.C.Bancks

‘The first Australian play

revived many times and transformed into a

Melbourne in 1929. Six years later

achieved immortality as

ballet by coreographer Robert Ray.

entrepreneur Ernest C. Rolls produced

with music’, opened for a

Jimmy Bancks, creator of

three O’Hagan-scored shows at the Apollo

42-performance run at the

Ginger Meggs—the

South Melbourne opened with Bill

Theatre in Melbourne: two revues and the

Prince’s Theatre in

loveable cartoon lad who

London with a cast

Hannan’s Not With Yours Truly, with a score

elaborate operetta-style Flame of Desire.

has inspired two recent Jim

including Australians

by Ivan Hutchinson, and the Union Theatre

In 1931 Jack O’Hagan provided most of

In 1962 the Emerald Hill Theatre in

Graham-Gary Downe

Maggie Fitzgibbon and

Repertory Company presented a burlesque

the songs for the first locally made musical

musicals, Here Comes Ginger

Gordon Boyd.

romp called The Good Ship Walter Raleigh,

‘talkie’, Showgirl’s Luck. Entrepreneur

Meggs and Ginger Meggs and

Francis W. Thring (Frank’s father) followed

the Missing Link.

this in 1932 with the musical film His Royal

Set in Queensland in

In 1947 the National

starring and written by Reg Livermore with

1913, it was adapted by

music and lyrics by Paul Eddey. Other

Charles Macarthur Hardy

Livermore musicals were West of the Black

Highness, which starred the ebullient

Theatre premièred Edith

from a book by Joyce

Stump (1965), Lasseter (1971) and the

comedian George Wallace, who also wrote

Harrhy’s graceful operetta

Dennys. Englishman Eric

unjustly maligned Ned Kelly in 1978.

the songs.

Alaya at the Princess Theatre

Spear wrote the music and

Other Australian musical films of the

For twenty years from 1961 George

in Melbourne. A prolific

lyrics. As far as I am

Miller’s Music Hall Theatre Restaurant in

1930s include Gone to the Dogs with George

composer and a great

aware, it has never been

Sydney’s Neutral Bay presented its own

Wallace and Come Up Smiling with Will

supporter of amateur and

presented in Australia.

special brand of good old-time melodramas,

Mahoney (both 1939).

community theatre, Miss

Strictly speaking, of

several of which had original stories and

course, it was not a really

scores. The most notable was Her Only

For a short time Francis W. Thring was

Harrhy wrote a number of

active in stage production. In 1933 he

other musicals, including

presented the Australian musical Collits’

several for youngsters.

Inn, with a book by T. Stuart Gurr and

Nick Turbin in the title role of Reg Livermore’s 1978 unjustly

Michael Leslie (right) in the hugely successful musical of 1990,

unsuccessful musical Ned Kelly.

Jimmy Chi’s Bran Nue Dae. (Picture: Jeff Busby)

Three years later came the aforementioned

Ned Kelly musical, The Long Drop, with

an Australian musical.
Neither was the

enormously successful Chu Chin Chow

music and lyrics by Varney Monk. After it

The Highwayman, with book, music and

book and lyrics by Peter Stannard. It

premièred by Melbourne’s Union Theatre

which commenced its record-breaking

won a prize in a competition ‘for an

lyrics by Edmond Samuels. In spite of the

premièred at Benalla in 1964.

Repertory Company, then revised and

London run back in 1916, even though

Australian operetta or musical play’ Thring

publicity at the time, it was not a new show.

presented commercially in Brisbane and

mounted it lavishly at Melbourne’s Princess

Samuels had written it in the 1930s and, as

Geelong-born Oscar Asche created,

Sydney by the Australian Elizabethan

scripted and starred in it.

Theatre in 1933.

At the Silver Swan, it had already been seen

musical The Tintookies premièred in 1956.
Its music was by Kurt Herweg with book

Theatre Trust.

Highlights included the first revolving

—but, ironically, not by him—in a much

Peter Scriven’s innovative marionette

Similarly, Robert and Elizabeth, which

and lyrics by Hal Saunders, and its success

Lola Montez is still revived and the

led to revivals, reworkings and many other

definitive cast recording has been reissued

an Australian, Ron Grainer, and a cast

opened in London in 1964, had music by

stage ever seen in Australia and ‘the

revised form in London in 1936.

bushland barbarism of the corroboree’. The

The 1950s: new directions

marionette musicals, notably Little Fella

on CD. In 1959 the same team produced

headed by Aussies June Bronhill (as

stars were two Australian favourites,

Although its score included some attractive

Bindi (1958), The Explorers (1966), Tales from

Australia’s first musical-for-television, the

Elizabeth Barrett) and Keith Michell (as

soprano Gladys Moncrieff and comic

songs, by 1950 it was decidedly old-

Noonameena (1973) and The Magic Pudding

convict days romance Pardon Miss Westcott.

Robert Browning). Bronhill also starred in

George Wallace. Collits’ Inn was an

fashioned, especially compared with, say,

(1980), the latter adapted from Norman

enormous success and later played in

Oklahoma! which had been produced here

Lindsay’s much loved children’s story.

Sydney. Plans to film it were aborted, but

the year before. Nevertheless, the score was

there have been several amateur revivals

eventually recorded on LP.

and the piece was published by Currency

Another of Eddie Samuels’ musicals,
Song of the Snowy, was broadcast by ABC
radio in 1956.

Press in 1990.
In 1935 Thring staged another local
Page 2

In 1960 Melbourne’s National was the
venue for another gold rush musical, Strike

Garnet H. Carroll’s 1966 Australian production.
The show has played in Canada and

Mistake (1968), with a book by John Faassen
and music and lyrics by Bernadette Alam.

The 1970s: new sounds
Historical themes inspired a number of
Australian musicals in 1970. Governor
Macquarie was celebrated in A Rum Do,
with music by Robin Wood and lyrics by
Rob Inglis; Peter O’Shaughnessy used
traditional songs to recall our convict past
in Old Botany Bay and Michael Boddy and
Bob Ellis used familiar old hymn and song
tunes for The Legend of King O’Malley. This
last named started as a NIDA production
and has since been produced around the world.
The following year, 1971, saw Kenneth

It Rich, with music and lyrics by Cid

South Africa, and in the United States at

venue in 1957 for The Bunyip and The

Ellwood. A few months later the National

the Candlelight Forum Theatre in Chicago

Satellite, a charming children’s musical by

saw ‘The First Australian Rules Football

in 1974, at the Brunswick Music Theatre,

Nimrod’s production of Ron Blair’s ballad

Peter O’Shaughnessy, Jeff Underhill and

Musical’, All Saints’ Day, with book, music

Maine, in 1978 and at the Paper Mill

opera Flash Jim Vaux and his hyperactive

Barry Humphries. Humphries was a

and lyrics by Peter Pinne and Don Battye.

Playhouse, New Jersey, in 1982, with

pantomime Hamlet on Ice.

Melbourne’s National Theatre was the
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and Patricia Cook’s Eureka musical Stockade
at the Independent in Sydney, and

*
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Also in 1970 Tommy Tycho’s only
musical, When We are Married, an adaptation
of a play by J.B.Priestley, premièred at the
Phillip Theatre in Sydney; book and lyrics
were by Alan Kitson and William Orr.
In Melbourne the Australian Performing
Group used music extensively in rumbustious
productions such as A Night in Rio with a
Few Stupid Mexicans and Other Bummers
(1973), Waltzing Matilda—A National Pantomime
with Tomato Sauce (1974), Africa, a Savage
Rock Musical (1974), The Hills Family Show (1975) 
and Back to Bourke Street (1977), which
mined a rich vein of vintage Oz pop songs.

impertinent Dingo Girl by Chris Harriott

Musical, in 1988, was a disaster. It was

Boy From Oz has played for a year on

and Dennis Watkins. They later desanitised

created by a team of noted writers and

Broadway, largely thanks to Hugh

beach party movies in Beach Blanket Tempest

composers in the rich APG/Pram Factory

Jackman’s stellar portrayal of Peter Allen

(1984) and the Vietnam War in Pearls Before

tradition, and though it failed to attract

(picture, page 1).

Swine (1986).

audiences to its première season at the

work of Gilbert and Sullivan doyen George

for children, The Faraway Land of Magical
Frank, with music by Barry Ferrier,
appeared in 1976. Later Howson shows
include The Boy Who Dared to Dream (music
by Barry Ferrier, 1978), Aladdin and His
Magic Lamp (music by Robert Gavin, 1981)
and Sinbad the Sailor (music by Ian
McKean, 1982).
Another Howson-Ferrier musical,
Squizzy, an evocation of the last weeks of
the life of gangster Squizzy Taylor,
premièred on Melbourne community radio
in 1980.
Community theatre provided a platform
for shows such as Riff-Raff (West
Community Theatre, Melbourne, 1979, with
music by Men at Work), The Star Show
(Hunter Valley Theatre Company, 1980,
with music by Allan McFadden), and
Barney Foran and Bob Sharp’s Come Hell or
High Water, which premièred in Alice
Springs in 1988.

Grossmith for the widely-produced A Song

Two hits end the ’70s

to Sing O!, first produced in London in 1981.

The decade of the 1970s ended with two big

Boy Johnny and the Profits of Doom (1990),

hits: the anarchic Boy’s Own McBeth with

very much in the tradition of The Rocky

music and lyrics by Grahame Bond and Jim

Horror Show with which he was so familiar.

Similarly, Melvyn Morrow and David
Mitchell’s Here Comes Showtime (later known
as Jack O’Hagan’s Humdingers) recycled
songs by the composer of ‘Along The Road
To Gundagai’. Morrow used the story and

Morrow also wrote the book, lyrics and
music for I’m Not Henry Lawson’s Mother
(1994), later retitled Mad Louisa Lawson,
while David Mitchell combined talents with
Ian Dickson and Tony Rees for Better

Burnett, and Nimrod’s frequently-revived
The Venetian Twins, an adaptation from
Goldoni by Nick Enright with music by

Known as Bee (1992), a musical celebration

Terence Clarke. Enright followed this

of Sydney eccentric Bea Miles.

success with the somewhat less frenetic On

Imported rock musicals like Hair,

the Wallaby (1980), which used traditional

Godspell and Jesus Christ Superstar inspired

songs to tell the story of a family struggling

Chris Neal’s Man-Child (1972), Grass by

through the Great Depression.

Sven Libaek and Avatar Linden (1974—on

In 1989 Enright and Clarke produced

record only), Rodney Stewart’s Nuclear

the nostalgic Summer Rain, about a

(1973), and Peggy Mortimer, Enzo Toppano

travelling tent show; its principal song,

and Lorrae Desmond’s Jesus Christ

‘Once In A Blue Moon’, provided the title

Revolution (1972)—a title that later

for an ABC-TV celebration of Australian

miraculously changed to Man of Sorrows.

musicals in 1994.

Robin Archer’s first musical, The Live-

Enright has written a number of other

Could-Possibly-Be-True-Some-Day Adventures of

interesting musicals including The Betrothed

Superwoman, premièred in Adelaide in 1975.

(1993), The Voyage of Mary Bryant (1996, later

Later Archer creations include A Star is Torn

retitled Mary Bryant), Miracle City (1997) and

(1979), The Pack of Women (1983) and The

The Good Fight (2002).

Bridge (1992)
The first of Frank Howson’s musicals

In 1982 the Azaria Chamberlain
mystery inspired the delightfully

The Melbourne Theatre Company
premièred a new version of C.J.Dennis’s
The Sentimental Bloke in 1985. This time the

exhibition celebrating musicals conceived,
written and produced by Australians.
Spanning 100 years, the exhibition revisits
home grown shows that have told uniquely

It honours some of Australia’s leading

Joe, a chamber piece created by Dean

The 1990s opened with a major

Lotherington, Mark Fletcher and Martin
Croft has a cast of just one, played by Croft.

following year, Darryl Emmerson based his

the first major Aboriginal musical. It opened

It premièred successfully at Chapel off

tender musical The Pathfinder on the life and

at Perth’s Octagon Theatre on 1 March

Chapel and, provided its creators can raise

work of another great Australian poet, John

1990 and has toured widely with enormous

the funds, is headed for New York.

Shaw Neilson.

success—as did Chi’s second musical,

Only Heaven Knows, Alex Harding’s
perceptive evocation of gay life in Sydney

Sideshow, which won for Paul Keelan

Corrugation Road (1998).

and Gary Young the inaugural Pratt Prize

There were, inevitably, casualties along

for Musical Theatre, had a spectacular

during World War Two, opened in 1988 at

the way. The grandly conceived Peter Pan

workshop at the Chapel, under the

Sydney’s Stables Theatre. It has been

started life as a play-with-music in Perth in

guidance of Gale Edwards. Though

revived several times, most notably in 1995

1996. Its Melbourne season was abandoned

promoted as Playbox’s final production for

at the Sydney Opera House with David

and, with Michael Maurice Harvey’s score

2004, the anticipated interstate backing

Campbell in the lead.

considerably restructured, it finally

failed to materialise, and sadly the

resurfaced as Pan for a very short season in

production has been ‘deferred’.

Daniel Abineri wrote and starred in Bad

Ethel Turner’s immortal story Seven
Little Australians was the basis for a

Sydney in 2000.

Michael Harvey and a revised book and

failed to find an audience.

lyrics by Gale Edwards and John Senczuk,

As the search for the great Aussie
musical accelerated, it seemed almost any
subject could be considered as the basis for

Yeldham and John Palmer. Several other

a musical. There was rock Shakespeare

ambitious Reeves musicals have been

(David Hobson’s Macbeth and Gary Wong’s

recorded, but await full productions, though

In Your Dreams, an adaptation of A

his Dorian, based on Oscar Wilde’s The

Midsummer Night’s Dream), country rock

Picture of Dorian Gray, had a humdrum

(Michael Thomas’s Over in the West),

season at the Arts Theatre in London in 1997.
Similarly Jon English’s ambitious Helen
of Troy musical Paris (1990) became a bestselling album but has not been produced,
and his 2000 follow-up, Buskers and Angels,
failed to take off. And English created the
title role in Rasputin, a less-than-successful
musical by David Tydd and David Lucas
that premièred at the State Theatre in
Sydney in 1987.

political history (Alan Hopgood and

If Rasputin was a disappointment, then

costumes and audiovisual material. Making a
Song and Dance is open daily at the Arts

Livermore, Nancye Hayes, Nick Enright and

Centre’s George Adams Gallery until

Barry Humphries.

3 October.
Admission is free,

Arts Collection and other public and private

The Sentimental Bloke, Bran Nue Dae and

collections, Making a Song and Dance includes

floor talks, visit: www.vicartscentre.com.au/

The Boy From Oz.

rarely seen photographs, posters, scripts,

exhibitions/nowshowing.htm

For further information and details of free

Michael Easton’s Petrov—The Musical,
beloved Aussie books (Peter Combe’s
Snugglepot and Cuddlepie and David Sale
and Ron Creager’s Careful He Might Hear
You), beloved overseas books (Desmond J.
Flannery’s The Jackal, adapted from
Dickens’ A Tale of Two Cities), Aboriginal
issues ( John Rodgers and Wesley Enoch’s
The Sunshine Club).

1961: the musical we had to have, The
Sentimental Bloke, starred Edwin Ride as The
Bloke, one of only two Australian musicals
ever produced by JCW.
of the same story with music and lyrics by
John Gordon and Martin Bramble, had
been workshopped in 1992.
And then came two major ‘tribute’
shows, both enormous hits. Peter Allen,
whose own musical Legs Diamond had
flopped spectacularly in New York in 1989,
was celebrated in Nick Enright’s The Boy
From Oz (1998), and Johnny O’Keefe was
similarly honoured by John Michael
Howson, David Mitchell and Melvyn

based on an original work by Maggie May
Gordon. Simon Gallaher’s production will
première at Her Majesty’s in September.
The cast of 30 will include Ian Stenlake,
Rachael Beck, Trisha Crowe, Simon
Gleeson, Amanda Muggleton, Peter Carroll,
Barry Crocker and Nancye Hayes.
About Eureka, Gallaher told the press:
‘It’s very ambitious. You’re almost treading
on ground where people have not dared to
tread, or have attempted and failed.’
How true—but so much for the
oxymoron! Jack De Garis and Edmond
Samuels would be amazed!

n

Also see ‘Developing the Australian
Musical’, page 32.

Morrow in Shout! (2001). Both shows were
enormous successes.

n CDs of many Australian musicals are

Chrissie Shaw’s jolly ramble through our

Today

available from Middle Eight Music. New

theatrical past, A Sweeter Fern…That’s Red to

And so this selective chronicle lurches into

the grand vision of Craig Christie and

the 21st century. We’ve had two significant

Wayne Hosking’s ambitious Crusade. The

‘firsts’: Dean Bryant and Mathew Frank’s

latter made it to the 2000 Edinburgh Fringe

Prodigal Son, which was workshopped at

Festival while William May and Jason

WAAPA in 1999 and later played very

Sprague’s Always, the story of the Edward

successfully in Melbourne, became the first

VIII and Wallis Simpson affaire, was

genuinely Oz musical to make it to New

workshopped in Australia and, in 1997, had

York, where it was premiered as Prodigal by

a brief run in London.

the York Theatre Company in 2002.

From an intimate three-hander such as

Interestingly, Wallis, a previous version

ON STAGE

Eureka, a major new work with music by

(1997), with songs by Ross Nobel, also

David Reeves, book and lyrics by Peter

Manning Clark’s History of Australia—The

Gale Edwards, meanwhile, is directing

Glynn Nicholas’ The Plumber’s Opera

charming musical in 1988, with music by

Australian stories, including Lola Montez,

Page 4

revived since.
breakthrough—Jimmy Chi’s Bran Nue Dae,

performers and writers such as Reg

Drawing on the Arts Centre’s Performing

musicals —Joe Starts Again and Sideshow Alley.

music was by George Dreyfus. The

Raising the curtain on the Australian musical
Making a Song and Dance is a major new

August 2003 brought us two new local

Princess Theatre in Melbourne, it has been

Spring 2004

And, albeit considerably reworked, The

additions include the original cast recording
of The Republic Of Myopia.
This romp by Jonathan Biggins, Drew
Forsythe and Phillip Scott, premièred at the
new Sydney Theatre in January/February
2004.
Victoria Theatres Trust members
receive a generous 10 per cent discount.
Just advise Middle Eight of your membership.
Phone (03) 9510 5109, or visit www.
middle8.com
Page 5

Pets of the Public

The quite wonderful Olga Nethersole
Still in London, Olga Nethersole decides that management is her future. In Part 4 of Elisabeth Kumm’s
account of her career Olga leases the Royal Court Theatre—but the USA beckons.

I

n 1894, Olga Nethersole decided to go
into management for herself and leased
the Royal Court Theatre in Sloane

noted of her performance:
‘The actress who could let herself go as

The Transgressor played at the Royal
Court until 7 April 1894, after which Olga

Miss Olga Nethersole did in this clever but

took a break from acting, prior to

Square. She opened her first season on 27

disappointing play would do anything. I

commencing a short provincial tour. En

January 1894 with The Transgressor. As she

shall never forget the enthusiasm of the

route from London, the train she was

explained in an

travelling in encountered

interview some years

some difficulty when one

later:

of the carriages caught

‘I came across a

fire. Fortunately no one

play called The

was injured and the

Transgressor by Mr

incident delayed the

A.W. Gattie. It was

company’s arrival in

received with a storm

Birmingham by only

of criticism of all

an-hour-and-a- half. The

kinds and, anyhow,

Transgressor opened at the

the papers caused the

Prince of Wales Theatre

public to flock to

on Monday 20 August

Sloane Square for

1894, and at the end of

three good months.

the final act Olga

The managerial

received no fewer than

experience gave me

seven curtain calls. A

the idea of visiting

week later the company

America, and so I

appeared in the same

went under the

play at the Theatre

management of the

Royal, Manchester, and

late Augustin Daly

a week after that at the

and I think I made an

Shakespeare Theatre

impression, for my

in Liverpool.

reception in America

On 22 September,

ever since has been

Olga left for New York,

of the most

accompanied by her

enthusiastic kind.’1

brother Louis, who held

Although critics

the position of her

were sceptical as to

business manager.

the merits of Gattie’s

On arriving in

Palmer’s Theatre on 15 October in The

season, Olga embarked on a four month

Nethersole, and its varying passions found

Transgressor. Her co-stars included Wilton

tour of the United States and Canada. One

full expression in her rendering. She was

Lackaye who played Eric Langley, George

of the members of Olga’s company, actress

fascinating, vivacious and mesmeric,

F. Nash, J.H. Barnes, Ida Conquest and Mrs

Mrs E.J.Phillips, wrote of the tour so far:

overflowing with youth and exuberant
vitality.’8

D.P.Bowers.
As was the case with The Profligate some

‘We begin rehearsing Frou-Frou this
morning, but when it is to be played I do

By April 1895, her first American tour

years earlier, the ending of The Transgressor

not know. I was in high hopes we had done

was at and end. Daniel Frohman introduced

was ‘softened’. In the original version,

with rehearsals for a time, but this very

Olga to his brother, Charles, one of

Sylvia is separated from her husband while

ambitious young Nethersole is determined

America’s leading theatre entrepreneurs.

his first wife, who is confined to a

to keep us at work. I did not have time to

According to newspaper reports, she signed

madhouse, continues to live. In the new

think since we commenced in New York

a new contract with them just a few hours

version, the mad wife dies and Sylvia and
Langley are left in peace to live happily.3

until Friday last, when for the first day we

before her ship set sail for England,

had no rehearsal. It has been something

whereby they would ‘star’ her throughout

dreadful but to my own astonishment I

the United States and Europe, visiting

take to Olga or the play. The New York Times

have pulled through. We are playing at the

16 October 1894, for example, headed their

Alvin Theatre [Pittsburgh], almost adjoining

London, Paris, Vienna, Berlin and
St Petersburg.9

review of her first performance with:

this hotel. Next week Washington, the

Interestingly, the local press did not

‘A Large Audience Patiently Sits
Through The Transgressor at Palmer’s
Theatre—A Great Deal of Very Loud

following Baltimore. That is as far as I
know at present.’6
While in Washington, Olga received an

Through solicitor Sir George Lewis, her
‘misunderstanding’ with Daly was cleared
up, with Olga being paid ‘£1,500 as
compensation for breach of contract and
expenses thereby incurred’.10

Applause Bestowed upon a Generally

invitation from America’s First Lady, Mrs

Competent, but by No Means Brilliant,

Cleveland, to call on her at the White

Performance of a Very Bad Play.’

House. The President’s wife had seen Olga

Continued in the next edition of On Stage.

as Camille and was so impressed that she

Footnotes

Likewise, Harper’s Weekly 3 November
1894, after pulling the play to pieces, felt

asked the actress to send her an

that watching Olga was like watching a

autographed photograph as a souvenir!7

series of imitations and that at various times

It seems that Mrs Cleveland wasn’t

1. The Era, 31 May 1902, p.15
2. Marcosson & Frohman, pp.192-3

Mrs Kendal, Sarah Bernhardt and Ellen

alone in her praise for Olga’s acting. Of her

3. The New York Times, 14 October 1894, p.13

Terry were on the stage in her place.

week in the capital, The Washington Post

4. The New York Times, 21 October 1894, p.10

9 December 1894 declared:

5. The New York Times, 30 October 1894, p.4

The critic for The New York Times
attended the play for a second time, with

‘No new and almost unknown actress

6. The life and letters of Canadian actress,

the express purpose of ‘judging Miss

has come to Washington within recent

Elizabeth Jane Phillips 1830-1904, can be

Nethersole’s acting calmly and dispassionately.’

years and in a single week’s engagement

found on the web at: http:/home.

Alas, he was still not convinced:

gained such general and enthusiastic

‘Perhaps in a play less stupid, less

approval as Miss Olga Nethersole… As

marred by statements made to the audience

Juliet she challenged comparison with Julia

in soliloquy…Miss Nethersole’s acting

Marlow, who has long been Washington’s

would have more effect, but it surely would

prime favourite in this part… In The

not indicate the presence among us of a
new genius of the dramatic art.’4

Transgressor she may be said to have risen

A fortnight later, on 29 October, a

superior to the play, but in Camille her
triumph was unqualified.’

comcast.net
7. The Era, 22 December 1894, p.10
8. The Era, 26 January 1895, p.9
9. The Era, 15 June 1895, p.11
10. The Era, 11 May 1895, p.10

Bibliography

first efforts as a

America however, Olga

change of bill saw Olga as Marguerite

playwright, they were

found herself without a

Gauthier in Camille, supported by Maurice

addition to The Trangressor and Camille,

stage, from the first performance in 1732 to

unanimous in their

manager. It seems that

Barrymore in the role of Armand Duval.

Frou-Frou and Romeo and Juliet. For this last

Augustin Daly had

Once again, the critic for The New York

named play her dresses had been specially

1901 three vols, reprinted 1964.

praise for
Olga Nethersole’s

negotiated terms with

Times was less than generous.

designed for her by the famed pre-

performance as Sylvia

Olga following an

He began his review by condemning all

On tour, Olga’s repertoire included, in

Raphaelite artist, Sir Edward Burne-Jones.

T. Allston Brown, A history of the New York

Reginald Clarence, The stage cyclopaedia: a
bibliography of plays, 1909
Isaac F. Marcosson & Daniel Frohman,

Woodville. The Era

audience, Miss Nethersole by her acting

altercation with his leading lady Ada

English translations of La Dame aux

3 February 1894 declared her ‘exquisite’

was able to give us the “cold shiver”. That

Rehan, and now that matters with Rehan

Camélias as ‘unbearable’ and ‘a hard task

made a return visit to New York, appearing

and ‘a complete triumph’, while The Times

is the crucial test of great acting. Sarah

had been smoothed out Olga’s services

for the habitual theatregoer of large

at the Harlem Opera House for a week. On

29 January 1894 was impressed by her

Bernhardt continually gives it to me, and

were no longer required. Fortunately Olga

experience to sit through’ and although he

14 January 1895 she presented Frou-Frou for

‘undeniable power’.

there must have been many a “cold shiver”

was helped out by the manager of the

conceded that Olga ‘played cleverly’ and

the first time in New York. As the tragic

down the back on that first night of The

Lyceum Theatre, Daniel Frohman, who
stepped into the breach.2

‘dressed handsomely’, he was not prepared
to support assertions of ‘greatness’.5

heroine she ‘scored a distinct success’, one

The New York Times

critic recording:

The Sketch, London

Critic Clement Scott, in ‘An
Appreciation of Olga Nethersole’,

Transgressor. This was the one young actress

published in The Sketch 19 September 1894,

who was capable of being a star.’
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Olga made her début at New York’s
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At the conclusion of the New York
Spring 2004

During the course on her tour, she

‘Tragedy is well suited to Miss

Charles Frohman: manager and man, 1916
J.P. Wearing, The London stage 1890-1899: a
calendar of plays and players, 1976
The Era, London

The Washington Post
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Red alert!

I

Red Stitch has joined an elite number of small, often uncomfortable—but independent—theatres.
As Vicki Fairfax finds in an interview with David Whiteley, their contribution to
Melbourne’s theatre scene is way ahead of their size and lack of luxury.

ndependent theatre over the years has

outside of the building in all weathers to

On Stage spoke with long-time company

become known not only for its

get to the opposite side of the stage there

member David Whiteley:

adventurous, often brazen work but

was extra spice to be gained from the

‘Vince came back from London after a

equally for its ingenuity in discovering, in

knowledge that in all probability there was

long spell as a dancer in Oh! What A Night

backwaters all over Melbourne, little

no understudy should disaster strike.

[Miller originally studied Dance at

considered and frequently arresting new
venues in which to actually perform.

Audiences didn’t fare much better
either; intervals were frequently spent

WAAPA]. He had $9000 in his pocket. He
could see that there was a place for an

Think, for instance,

ensemble doing some of

of Brett Randall

the good, new plays

Senior’s Melbourne

which weren’t being

Little Theatre which,

done by other companies

back in the days

around town. Plays that

between the wars,

were strongly written and

staged its first

not afraid of naturalism,

productions in the

that had an excellence of

Fawkner Park Kiosk.

craft and could be

Because other groups

produced with a

needed to use the

minimum of set and

space during the day,

props with the

the actors and

concentration on good

technicians had to

writing and up-close

dismantle the sets at

acting. [London’s] Royal

the end of each

Court upstairs was a

performance,

big influence.

a wearisome business

‘Vince had an open

and, over time,

audition and there were

a source of
insuperable resentment.

around 300 people there when I walked in.
outside no matter what the season, whilst

They all seemed to be being very “out

Then there was Barry Kosky’s Gilgul

councils seemed to take delight in fielding

there” and reverent which was definitely

company who gave brave performances

especially predatory parking inspectors in

not what I was looking for and I wanted to

amidst the oily grime of a car repair yard

suburbs famous for their lack of off-street

leave. Then I realised that some actors

in Carlisle Street, St Kilda.

parking. Here the Universal Theatre in

from [New York’s] Steppenwolf Theatre

Fitzroy springs painfully to mind.

who were here for the Melbourne Festival

At Wal Cherry’s Emerald Hill Theatre,
a disused Methodist church in Dorcas

The newest member of this fearless

had turned up to talk to us. When they left

sagging sofas in the foyer, patching together

the first time is applying for program

dozen of pairs of old denim jeans bought at

funding. Despite the glowing reviews

local secondhand markets. It is good to be

however, Whiteley is worried that the

able to report that the sofas have made the

company lacks support from the funding

journey to Red Stitch’s new home in

bodies because of its heavy emphasis on

Chapel Street!

overseas playwrights—a curious state of

The opening play was American writer

catalogue of great press reviews with which

from Melbourne, engrossing. One suspects

the company has been blessed ever since.

that some of the ‘oldies’, Brett Randall, Wal

‘Melbourne theatregoers are unlikely to see

Cherry and Anthill’s Jean-Pierre Mignon

such plays anywhere else’ writes The Age’s

among them, would not be able to help a

Helen Thompson and from The Melbourne

rueful smile at this.

Times, ‘riveting drama…bleak, intense and
completely absorbing’.
‘In the first year we did 12 plays in 12
months,’ Brett says. It’s a lot when you take
into consideration that the actors also do

sewn together by his ex-costume

Stage, Winter 2004). Castlemaine Property

week’s break to prepare for the next

mistress-designer (also very

Group is now offering the building for

production.’ All of which sounds only too

entrepreneurial) mum, June Miller.

private sale at $950 000. The management

‘Three week seasons are followed by a

familiar to anyone who has worked in
small, independent ‘rep’ theatres.
Set design is kept deliberately spare

a logo with the word ‘Invinceble’ printed
over the top in red perforated line-like

has recently expanded its film screening
activities to include the Daylesford Town Hall.
Castlemaine’s 270-seat Phee Broadway

because the next production has to rehearse

Theatre re-opened on 18 June after

in the same space. Whiteley tells of one

George Angelovski (who designed much

extensive refurbishment. Located in the

occasion when, under pressure from a

of the artwork for the first and second

former Mechanics Institute, the building

harassed designer, they relented and

seasons). When we got together to

also houses a library.

allowed him to cover the floor with several

form the company we threw around a

centimeters of sand.

few names but we wanted to steer clear

and the State Government, the cost of the

of anything that sounded like a typical

new entrance foyer and stage facilities was

when rehearsals began for the next play

actors collective, anything too worthy or

to be about $1.4m, but will now be closer

accompanied by teeth jarring sounds of

wordy —and one day Vince marched in

to $2m. The cost blow-out was revealed in

sand scrunching underfoot.

and said he’d decided Red Stitch was

a secret internal audit report, the existence

going to be the name, and furthermore

of which greatly embarrassed officials.

It was a decision they instantly regretted

Sets are bumped out immediately after
the last performance to allow for the next

big plus for Red Stitch actors, though, is

Ella Caldwell and Richard Cawthorne.

that they get to audition the directors!

production to be set up the following day.
That leaves not much time for the
customary opening night drinks. The one

Like most of its predecessors Red Stitch

to draw up a list of 12 plays for the opening

is heavily reliant on the goodwill and

proportion to the importance of the work

Stitch has gained an enviable reputation for

season; one a month for the next year, an

generosity of volunteers and, just as then,

they produced.

its seasons of robust, new plays from

ambitious plan. As well as this the group

there is no shortage of offers of help. Unlike

around the world and for the adept, well-

had to set to and convert the down-at-heel

the pro-am days of earlier repertory companies

theatres were frequently horrendously

honed skills of its twelve actors, staging the

building in Inkerman Street into a working

though, the actors are all trained professionals

hazardous places in which to work. For

Australian premières of new plays by writers

theatre complete with black box, lighting

and the volunteers are strictly backstage.

actors making hurried entrances in the

such as Edward Albee, Mark O’Rowe, Joe

rig and a box office.

After two years of going it alone Red

ON STAGE

So his umbrella company, Invinceble, has

In Castlemaine, the Theatre Royal was

red stitching—designed by his friend,

group includes Kat Stewart, Brett Cousins,
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affecting neighbouring residences.

passed in at auction on 16 July (see On

St Kilda, but has since settled quietly into a

much-coveted covers for the pre-loved,

progressively eliminated acoustic problems

company’s name :

the denim couches all over Red Stitch

writers. Ironically, over the past half

With Vince Miller now back in the UK,

Metro executives say they have

David Whiteley explains the origins of the

interval drinks and clean the place.

Apart from Miller and Whiteley the

passageways and skirting around the

James/Metro Theatre.

unhealthy obsession with denim (hence

2002 in an old factory in Inkerman Street,

Miller’s mother, June, made the now

of the heritage former Palace/Apollo/St

publicise the shows, sell the tickets, serve

on a fledgling generation of new Australian

Phenall and Stephen Adly Guirgis.

installed within the multi-level Main Room
n

The Metro attracts more than 3000 party

Whiteley says.

dark, running down narrow, cluttered

end speakers and amplifiers have been

goers a night at dance parties and live concerts.

company, it was set up by Vince Miller in

Of course most of these ingenious little

system on long term rental. The latest top-

[founder] Vince Miller who has an almost

Brecht that were to have immense impact

In the short time since its opening, Red

Looking to the future, the Metro has a
new $400 000 d&b audiotechnik sound

everything else: take the bookings,

there were about 12 of us left,’ Bret

theatres have often been in inverse

Picking up a Stitch

been withdrawn from sale.

The name Red Stitch was dreamt up by

Theatre. An independent ensemble

Miller and the actors then set to work

Stage now understands the building has

Scotland, New York, London as well as

performances of Pirandello, Osborne and

All Saints Church, opposite the Astor Theatre.

28 May [see On Stage, Winter 2004]. On

affairs given that audiences clearly find

usual, casting against type. It began the

most of the others went too. Eventually

tiny, red, weatherboard hall tucked behind

passed in at $7m when it was auctioned on

these plays, from Northern Ireland,

tribe is St Kilda’s Red Stitch Actors’

and amenity of these small independent

The Metro nightclub in Bourke Street was

Joe Penhall’s Some Voices with Miller, as

Street, South Melbourne, one could catch

century or so, it seems as though the size

Theatre sales
lay an egg

Stitch now has a board of directors under
the chairmanship of Anthony Adair and for
Spring 2004

Funded by the Mount Alexander Shire

n

that it would be Red Stitch Actors’
Theatre as it was to be the actors calling
the shots and running the place.
We all swallowed hard and tried to get
our heads around this new development

Patron: Sue Nattrass AO

as we cautiously observed that at least it

Committee
Chairman: Henry von Bibra AO

wasn’t a name you’d forget in a hurry…

Treasurer: Simon Marsh

but it all sounded a bit American or

Secretary: Philip Waldron

something. Wouldn’t we sound too ‘pop’?

Committee Members:
Vicki Fairfax, Prof. Robin Grove, Ben   
Hjorth (student representative),
Joanna
     Leahy, Julie Ross, Darien
Stricklen		

Too arrogant?
Well, as it turned out, yes we did—but I
guess people will accept anything once
they’ve heard it enough. Still trying to
the name—so if you think of anything let

Editorial Committee:
Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM

me know...

Ex-Officio: Evan Hercules

dream up a more interesting origin for
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Charles Dickens at the music hall

Tivoli Circuit—but that’s another story!

In Charles Dickens, Frank Van Straten has found a valuable eye witness of the brief life of
the British music hall—and a direct connection with the theatre in Australia.

first big stars. Among the most notable

The lion comiques were music hall’s

Charles Godfrey specialised in patriotic
songs about Britain and the Empire.
They were mostly men. Among the few

Tivoli in 1924.
For years he played Scrooge in A
Christmas Carol on BBC television. After a
long career he died in 1961, aged 91.

were the Great Vance and George

women were Bessie Bellwood and, later,

involved dancing—nothing

Leybourne. Poor Vance was only 50 when

Marie Lloyd. There was a strong link

loved music hall. A

was ‘acted’, not even playlets

he dropped dead on stage at the Sun Music

between music hall and pantomime and

Williams’ famous one-man Dickens show;

robust, earthy form

or ‘sketches’, as they were the

Hall, Knightsbridge, in 1888.

many music hall artistes appeared regularly

this, in turn, inspired Simon Callow’s recent

in pantos. The most notable was Dan Leno,

presentations of The Mystery of Charles Dickens.

C

harles Dickens

Leybourne’s life was even shorter; he

His performances inspired Emlyn

of popular entertainment,

legal preserve of licensed

true British music hall came,

theatres. Dickens was among

was 42 when he died. His real name was

who appeared often in music hall as a

thrived and died in less than

a group who championed the

Joe Saunders and he was known as ‘The

comic woman and in panto as a Dame;

was Edwin Stanley Brookes (below, as

one hundred years. Its

right of music halls to produce

Heavy Swell Par Excellence’. Earning the

later, of course, women appeared as men.

Daniel Quilp in The Old Curiosity Shop), an

origins go back to the 18th

sketches, but initially with no

record salary of £30 a week, he dressed

Vesta Victoria, Hetty King, Vesta Tilley,

odd Melbourne thespian who barn-stormed

century and its echoes linger

success.

immaculately as a sporty man-about-town,

Ella Shields.

around the country for years with his

today in pubs and clubs and

Perhaps there was some

with a grand moustache, travelled

Other types of performers included:

Australia’s version of Bransby Williams

Dickens characterisations.
In 1920 Brookes spent a night chained

self-interest involved, as

everywhere in a smart carriage-and-four,

jugglers, acrobats, animal acts, whistlers,

Dickens was also a

and in public drank absolutely nothing but

lightning sketch artists, mind-readers,

to a grave and, as a result, became a

playwright: he helped to write

champagne. His signature song was, of

magicians, and ‘protean’ actors.

spiritualist. He devoted countless hours to

three popular elements: the

two plays for John

course, ‘Champagne Charlie’. He had

pleasure garden with its

Hollingshead’s Gaiety Theatre.

another huge hit with a song about ‘The

one artiste of many different characters in a

course, Dickens, who told him how to make

Daring Young Man on the Flying Trapeze’.

short play. ‘The Prince of Protean

the costumes for his shows.

on precious recordings.
Music hall arrived about
1860. It was an amalgam of

saloon theatre (a Melbourne

Hollingshead himself had

The protean’s art was the portrayal by

communicating with the dead—including, of

Brookes also documented what he

started life as a reforming

Leybourne was so popular that his

Coppin’s Cremorne Gardens

journalist, one of ‘Dickens’

salary eventually reached £120 weekly. At

in 1911. He had trained in stock drama

called ‘The Charles Dickens Melbourne

in Richmond, named after a

young men’, a group of bright

one time Leybourne ran his own theatre,

companies—like the one in Nicholas

Miracle’: ‘Two days before a concert, I

similar institution in the

young writers whose careers

the Royal, in Whitechapel Road. He was

Nickleby—where he was required to play

completely lost my voice. Frantically I

London suburb of Chelsea),

Dickens championed.

always on hand to sing ‘Champagne

dozens of diverse roles.

appealed to Dickens. He said nothing in the

the song-and-supper rooms

Eventually he ran the famous

Charlie’ if business was flagging.

that abounded in the West

Alhambra, and went on to

example was George

End from the end of the 18th
century; and the glee clubs
and tavern concerts.

In 1856 Morton built a larger, grander
Canterbury. Here Gounod’s Faust was sung

Performers’, R.A.Roberts, visited Australia

Roberts often used situations from
Dickens as a source for his stage act. In one

a voice for three hours as my show (in aid

create the Gaiety Theatre of

description by John Hollingshead of

playlet he changed from an elaborately

of the Spastic Children and Mental

Varieties in 1868.

Leybourne’s production of Oliver Twist:

gowned lady of fashion into a workman

‘Nancy was always dragged around the

in only 1.1 seconds! In another he

Dickens collaborated with him on two

He also fostered dramas. Here’s a

for the first time in England and here the

plays, The Bride of Lammermoor and A Tale of

stage by her hair. After this effort Bill Sikes

changed character twenty times,

Charles Morton, born in Hackney in 1819.

music of Offenbach became popular—and

Two Cities. Dickens later wrote a

always looked up defiantly at the gallery.

while carrying all the dialogue

In 1848 he acquired an old inn called the

Blondin traversed the hall on his tightrope.

melodrama for the Adelphi: No Thoroughfare.

And always he was answered by one loud

and action.

Soon music halls flourished all over

and fearful curse yelled by the whole mass

The ‘Father of the Halls’ was singer

Canterbury Arms in Lambeth, near Lambeth
Palace, the Archbishop of Canterbury’s
London residence.
The Canterbury soon became popular
for its convivial harmonic meetings, called
‘free-and-easies’, chaired by Morton’s

Charles Dickens was a frequent visitor.

London. Charles Morton met the

like the Handel Festival Chorus. Finally,

done in a momentary blackout,

the enormously popular comedian John

competition by building the Oxford in

when Sikes, working up to a well-rehearsed

others as the actor passed

Henry Stead.

Oxford Street, on the corner of Tottenham

climax, smeared Nancy with red ochre and

behind a high-backed chair.

Court Road, in 1861. Two of his stars were

taking her again by her hair (it must have

Often audiences refused to believe

Emily Soldene and Harry Rickards, both of

been a most powerful wig!) seemed to dash

only one actor was involved.

out her brains on the stage, no explosion of

song called ‘The Perfect Cure’ and

brother Robert. The audience sat at tables

‘danced’. His dance was really a series of

whom later made their names in Australia.

and was encouraged to join in the choruses.

stiff-legged leaps from his toes—over and

Rickards was born in 1843 at Stratford

These entertainments were originally
for men only. Morton added a ‘Ladies’
Thursday’ which was so successful that he

of Dickens characters, Bransby
Williams (picture, page 12), belong to
a slightly later era. He originally

over—people kept count! In Household Words

in the East End of London. He was what

Dickens reported that he saw Stead leap

was known as a ‘lion comique’. In 1867

could equal the outburst.’

1600 times at one performance!

Rickards had a big hit with ‘Mugby

Jolly John Nash, born in 1830, was the

Stead tried other acts, but people

Junction’, a song inspired by a Charles

original laughing comedian. He was the

drifted into commerce and amateur

green. It opened in May 1852 with Sam

always wanted his ‘Perfect Cure’ routine.

Dickens Christmas story that had been

first great British music hall artiste to visit

acting. He turned professional, then in

Cowell as the star attraction. Sam sang

Eventually they tired of it and poor Stead

published recently in a fourpenny annual.

USA, in 1874. His big song was called ‘Ha

1896 became ‘The Hamlet of the Halls’.

‘The Rat Catcher’s Daughter’ and ‘Villikins

died in a garret in Seven Dials.

and his Dinah’. There was a resident company
and choir and top line visiting artistes.
The Canterbury was famous not only

It was assumed that he was penniless—
until it was discovered that he died
possessing £2000, a huge amount of

for its convivial entertainment but also for

money for those days. He was the

its hot potatoes, which were served from

archetypal miser, a veritable Scrooge!

burning ovens wheeled around the hall
between acts.
Page 10

In those early days most entertainment
of the music hall style was vocal or

Another success was ‘They Call Me the
God of Wine’ for which he donned a crimson
coat, blue tights and a shiny white hat.

‘Little Brown Jug’.
This was the start of ‘character’ songs.

By quick changes of accessories he
could adapt his basic costume for a
wide diversity of characters. Bransby

The characters that artistes adopted

Williams also became famous for his

troupe to Australia. They appeared initially

included mashers, cockneys (Albert

blood-curdling interpretation of Bill

at the old Princess’s in Spring Street, later

Chevalier, Gus Elen), tradesmen, Scotsmen

Sikes and for his ‘Death of Little

at St George’s Hall in Bourke Street.

(Will Fyffe, Harry Lauder), black-face

Nell’, which was said to be heart

Rickards went on to found Australia’s

‘niggers’ (Eugene Stratton, Chirgwin);

rending. He toured Australia for the

In 1871 Rickards brought a small

ON STAGE
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intended to become a missionary, but

built a new hall on the old inn’s bowling

Ha Ha, He He He’—remembered today as

worry!

The most famous stage interpreter

dynamite invented by modern anarchist,
no language ever dreamed of in Bedlam,

Hospitals) must go on—and not to

Some of the changes were

In the 1870s he joined the crowds applauding

Dressed as a wooden doll, Stead sang a

world could help me, but he would give me

Page 11

During the 30 minutes

Hard working
wardrobe gets
a well-earned
rest

before the concert my
voice gradually
returned to normal. I
did not know till 14
years later, when
Dickens told us that

A recent sale gave us a not-to-bemissed opportunity,
says Margot Anderson,
Assistant Curator, Performing Arts
Collection, the Arts Centre, Melbourne

he thought it better to
have me entranced, as
soon as I got on the
stage, by “Morning
Glory”, my Red
Indian guide. Then

The colour and spectacle long associated

Dickens took over

with the hit musicals produced by

and gave my entire

J.C.Williamson’s in the 1950s, 1960s and

show of three hours

1970s has been captured in a recent

himself! He recited

acquisition of costumes by the Arts

about 50 000 words,

Centre’s Performing Arts Collection (PAC).
The costumes were part of the

changed my costumes
nine times, made-up,

extensive holdings of J.C.Westend

and manipulated

Costume Hire and may well have made

dozens of staging

several appearances on television, in

details—and put on the

theatre and film, and at fancy dress

whole programme

parties over the past 20 years.
The costumes were originally part of

perfectly from

the vast J.C.Williamson wardrobe until

beginning to end,

The Firm’s demise in 1976.

while I was in the

The Firm’s costume staff bought the

trance and knew

remaining wardrobe and set up a hire

nothing about it!’.

shop on the first floor of 376 Little

By 1875 there

Bourke Street, Melbourne, where it

were more than 300

continues to operate.

music halls in the

With its inventory of over 30 000

London area, plus
many others in the provinces. The freeand-easies were described by Dickens in
Bleak House. One of the characters is Little
Squill, a comedian and impressionist, who
reproduced, not very well, the inquest and
the cross examination of poor Joe as part of
his act.
The awful slum of Bleak House—Tom
All-Alone’s—is now the site of London’s
Coliseum Theatre.
Though the rollicking days of music
hall are long gone, we can still glean a little
of their magic in precious recordings, the

the length of drinking beer at the bar of the
neighbouring public house. Some of us
drank spirits. Crowds of us had sandwiches
and ginger beer at the refreshment bars
established for us in the theatre.
The sandwich—as substantial as was
consistent with portability, and as cheap as
possible—we hailed as one of our greatest
institutions. It forced its way amongst us at
all stages of the entertainment. When the
curtain fell for the night we still fell back
upon the sandwich to help us through the
rain and mire, and home to bed.’

musicals such as Oliver!, My Fair Lady,
Irene and Fiddler On The Roof J.C.Westend
Costume Hire attracted the attention of

the work of contemporary writers—like

nThe Melbourne Branch of The International

Charles Dickens.
To bring down the curtain, let’s join
Dickens for a visit to a typical free-andeasy, with its heady mixture of
entertainment, drink and, especially in this
instance, food:
‘Between the pieces we almost all of us
went out and refreshed. Many of us went to

Dickens Fellowship is 100 years old this year.
To celebrate, for the first time ever, the

Dusty honoured

from 2 October to 14 November.
Described as ‘an ethereal poem about

acquire a selection of these costumes and
preserve them as part of Australia’s
performing arts history came when more
than 10 000 costumes were put up for

costumes, including a dress designed by
Hayes in Irene (1974), a coat worn by Jill
Perryman in Funny Girl (1966), and one
of the exquisite cloaks designed by Cecil

approved $1.5 million Federal Government

covering areas of study such as film history

funding for the Slim Dusty Centre in

in 2000. It is barely an hour long and has

and aesthetics, archiving and restoration,

Kempsey, celebrating the late country

only four speaking roles—but the central of

literary and cultural modernism, theatre

music legend Slim Dusty.

its three acts includes a nightmarish

history and social and cultural history.

Mr Howard explained: ‘The Slim Dusty

sequence in which a small army of
manacled prisoners parades across the

held at the London College of Communication

with our culture, our land and people.

stage—hence the call for volunteer ‘extras’.

from 7 to 10 July 2005. Further information

An STC spokesman said about 90

from Alison Kirwan, British Film Institute,

‘The greater part of our contribution,
which will come from the Government’s

people had already been recruited, many of

21 Stephen Street, London W1T 1LN,

Regional Partnerships program, will be

them high school and university students,

England; email: alison.krwan@bfi.org.uk

used to construct the centre and to fit out

but even more were needed.

two transport-related interactive displays in
the museum—the “Truckies”, which will

Australia: Sydney

highlight the life of long distance truck

A public spectacle

drivers through the song “Lights on the

The State Library of New South Wales is

Hill” and “Ridin’ the Rails”, emphasising

presenting ‘A Magnificent Spectacle’, an

the importance of rail transport in

exhibition of 24 J.C.Williamson theatre

Australia’s development.’

posters from the period 1905-1914.

NSW Premier Bob Carr is also

The display features 24 vibrant posters

supporting the project, underwriting the

reproduced from rare, fragile originals in

appointment of the design team and assisting

the library’s collection. As well, the

the establishment of a dedicated website.

exhibition spotlights a number of

As well as documenting Slim’s life and

prominent players of the period, including

music, the $12 million centre will

dramatic actor Julius Knight, comic opera

incorporate a gallery, conference facility,

singer Florence Young and the American-

recording studio, dining area, retail section

born ‘darling of the Australian stage’,

and an outdoor concert facility that will

Minnie Tittell Brune.

accommodate up to 2000 people.
The centre will create 18 permanent

The exhibition is in the Macquarie
Cases in the basement floor of the Library’s

jobs and provide further tourism

Macquarie Street Wing, and will run until

opportunities for the area.

April 2005.

Slim’s first public performance in 1944.
It will be complemented by a tour along
the Slim Dusty Way to Slim’s boyhood
home at Nulla Nulla, and to Taylor’s Arm,

fulfilling tourist experience’.
Link: www.slimdustycentre.com.au

Australia: Sydney
Recruiting prisoners

Despite widespread unemployment in the

England: London

Honouring the Little Tramp
The work and world-wide cultural influence
of Charles Chaplin will be explored at a
major conference in London in 2005.
Presented by the British Film Institute
in conjunction with the University of
Southampton and the London College of
Communication, the conference will
coincide with the establishment of the BFI’s
Charlie Chaplin Research Foundation,
which is designed to foster innovative
research into Chaplin and his contemporaries.

acting profession, the NSW Actors’ Union

and included a strong performance element.

acquisition include The Gondoliers (1962),

is permitting the use of unpaid performers

on dialogue and the bringing together of

Further information from Elisabeth Neales on

Kismet (1956), The Wiz (1976) and The

in the Sydney Theatre Company’s

archivists, researchers and scholars from a

(03) 9859 2460.

Mikado (c.1930s).

production of Caryl Churchill’s Far Away.

wide range of disciplines for the

The play will run at the Wharf Theatre

presentation of papers and symposia

n

ON STAGE

The Charles Chaplin Conference will be

Centre will link Slim’s life and his music

Other productions represented in the

n

Proposals are invited for papers

to great acclaim at the Royal Court Upstairs

creating, it is claimed, ‘an inspiring and

PAC purchased eight important

on film, the arts and modern culture.

violence in three acts’, Far Away premièred

site of the famous Pub With No Beer,

sale in July of this year.

reassessing Chaplin’s impact and influence

The Prime Minister, John Howard, has

Kempsey Showgrounds, the location of

The long-awaited opportunity to

Beaton for My Fair Lady (1959).

Annual Conference was held in Melbourne

Australia: Kempsey

The centre will be built within the

PAC staff in the early 1990s.

Kenneth Rowell and worn by Nancye

art of painters like Walter Sickert, and in

Page 12

costumes—including original sets from hit

All the world’s a stage

Spring 2004

The emphasis of the conference will be

England: London
Nice little earner

Tickets for popular West End shows are
being bought by criminal gangs and then
resold online in an operation to launder
money from stolen credit cards.
Cards are intercepted in the post and
used to buy tickets by phone or on the
internet. The tickets are then collected from
the box office and converted into cash through
online auctions or via the traditional touts
outside theatres. The fraudsters usually net a
100 per cent profit on the tickets they sell.
Producers of Jerry Springer—The Opera say
they’ve lost up to £50 000 ($A128 000)
since the show transferred to the West End.
The fraud is believed to have cost London
shows around £1.1 million ($A2.558
million) last year.
Another scam is operating in New York.
A Cameron Mackintosh spokesman said
that during the Broadway run of Miss Saigon,
one fraudster was found to be using 1000
credit cards to get around rules limiting
customers to four tickets.

n
Page 13

France: Paris

Barry J. Gordon points out that though

Selected papers will be published in

Paris’ long play record

15 000 performances is modest compared

volume 32 of the IBS Brecht Yearbook

London-based VTT member Barry J.

with the 21 533 The Mousetrap notched up

in 2007.

Gordon, who boasts among his stage credits

on the same night, The Mousetrap has

a stint in Agatha Christie’s eternally-running

played in two venues—the Ambassador’s

thriller The Mousetrap (see On Stage,

from 1952 to 1974 and St Martin’s from 1974.

Summer and Autumn 2002), has sent us

He adds that the longest-serving

news of another remarkable theatrical

*Mousetrap cast member was the late

long run.

Nancy Seabrooke.

At last, the world agrees

Link: www.brechtsociety.org, then click

Years of lobbying have finally resulted in a World Heritage listing for Melbourne’s Royal Exhibition Building.

on ‘IBS Symposium’ in the left-hand menu.

USA: Pittsburgh
Freakshow
Carnegie Mellon University’s Disability
Studies Quarterly
has called for
contributions for
a theme issue on
the topic
of ‘Freakery’.
‘Since the
1996 publication
of the anthology
Freakery: Cultural
Spectacles of the
Extraordinary
Body, the “freak”
no longer

The Royal Exhibition Building is one of

During these exhibitions the South

been named a World Heritage site—a place

fair’ buildings and the only surviving Great

and contained displays of various kinds. It

scholarly

that is important to all peoples of the world.

Hall or Palace of Industry, the traditional

continues to be used for parkland and

centrepiece of the international exhibitions.

exhibition purposes.

Under Cultural Criterion (ii), as set out

Quarterly’s guest

in the Operational Guidelines for the

editor Michael

implementation of the World Heritage

around the world to demonstrate the

temporary exhibition pavilions, was

Convention, it is said to ‘exhibit an

confidence and achievements of the

re-landscaped as parkland and now also

important interchange of human values,

industrial age. They provided a mechanism

houses the Melbourne Museum.

over a span of time or within a cultural

for the worldwide exchange of goods,

area of the world, on developments in

technology, ideas, culture and values, and

architecture or technology, monumental

heralded a new era of trading networks and

arts, town-planning or landscape design.’

the modern international economy.

‘This special issue of DSQ seeks to
represent the current use of freak research

celebrated the 15 000th consecutive

Boyle for 6240 consecutive shows.

by today’s scholars.

The 90-seat Huchette has a company of

the population of the Australian colonies.

interdisciplinary

times, she understudied the role of Mrs

Leçon (The Lesson).

million, amounting to about 69 per cent of

of knowledge and ideas.’

Garden was the site for a ‘pleasure garden’

in the Latin quarter of Paris (pictured )

Germany: Ausberg

and international trade through the exchange

World Heritage Committee

the few remaining 19th century ‘world’s

explains.

Cantatrice Chauve (The Bald Soprano) and La

the 1888 Centennial Exhibition drew 2.2

Exhibition Building in Carlton Gardens has

M. Chalmers

performance of an Ionesco double bill: La

promote a rapid increase in industrialisation

assessment process, the UNESCO

margins of

discourse,’ the

While she appeared on stage only 72

F

ollowing a rigorous international

announced on 1 July that the Royal

occupies the

On 28 July the tiny Théâtre de la Huchette

Picture: Wayne Harridge

‘We are seeking scholarly papers of up

The Royal Exhibition Building is the

International exhibitions were staged

The exhibitions were spectacular

Brecht looks at death

to 6000 words from a wide variety of

first non-natural or Aboriginal cultural site

shopfronts for the industrial revolution,

The International Brecht Society has

disciplines and national cultures.

in Australia to win World Heritage listing.

which shaped some of the greatest global

Topics might include: Theoretical

It joins Aboriginal cultural sites such as

social and economic transformations.

The North Garden, which housed

Tours
A guided tour of the Royal Exhibition
Building operates from the adjacent
Melbourne Museum (unless the venue is
under hire).
Bookings at least two weeks in advance
are advised for groups. Telephone 1300 130

50 actors, which allows an average of five

announced that its 12th international

actors for every role in the two plays. Each

symposium will commemorate the fiftieth

approaches to freak performance; the role

Uluru-Kata Tjuta, and the continent’s many

actor performs for a fortnight every couple

anniversary of Bertolt Brecht’s death

of the freak show in representations of race

natural heritage areas—from Kakadu in the

slate the Royal Exhibition Building

Further information:

of months, so they can do other things in

(14 August 1956).

and class “otherness”; the effect of freak

north to the Tasmanian wilderness, from

combines elements from the Byzantine,

A major article on entertainments at the

Shark Bay in Western Australia to the

Romanesque, Lombardic and Italian

Royal Exhibition Building by VTT member

Great Barrier Reef of Queensland.

Renaissance styles.

Dr Mimi Colligan appeared in the Summer

between. Cast lists are chalked up on a

The interdisciplinary symposium,

blackboard in the foyer. Remarkably, three

scheduled for 12–16 July 2006 in Augsburg,

members of the cast have stayed all through

Germany, has the somewhat macabre

the 47-year run, and all were members of

theme ‘Brecht and Death’.

the original short-lived Paris production in
1950.
Theatre manager Jean-Noël Hazeman
says, ‘We have people who came to see the

The IBS is inviting one-page proposals
for presentations of about twenty minutes
in length in either English or German.
Topics may include a diversity of issues

performance on disability rights activism
(or vice versa). ‘In addition to full-length
scholarly manuscripts, we are hoping to

Exhibition Building and the surrounding

attract commentary or essays relating to

Both the building and the surrounding
Carlton Gardens were designed for the

152 (or [03] 9270 5002 Australia wide).

2003 edition of On Stage.
The submission to the UNESCO World

Carlton Gardens, as the main extant

freaks and reviews of freak-related books,

great International Exhibitions of 1880 and

Heritage Committee can be accessed at:

survivors of a Palace of Industry and its

1888 by architect Joseph Reed. Among his

www.museum.vic.gov.au/Royal Exhibition

films, videos or DVDs.’

setting, together reflect the global influence

many other notable Melbourne buildings

Building/world.asp

of the international exhibition movement

was the 1876 Academy of Music (later the

Other links:

of the 19th and early 20th centuries.

Bijou Theatre) in Bourke Street.

www.museum.vic.gov.au/Royal Exhibition

Further information from Michael

plays when they started in 1957, then they

involving Brecht and death, from

Chalmers at chelmers@andrew.cmu.edu.

brought their children and now they are

biographical or historical through literary,

Link: www.dsq-sds.org/future_theme_issues 

bringing their grandchildren.’

theoretical or philosophical approaches.
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The official listing states: ‘The Royal

Constructed of brick, timber, steel and

n

’The movement showcased technological
innovation and change, which helped

ON STAGE

Spring 2004

Around 1.5 million people visited the
1880 exhibition (including repeat visitors);

Building
whc.unesco.org/pg.cfm?cid=31&id_site=1131 n
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THE JOHN TRUSCOTT
DESIGN FOUNDATION INC.

Design Dialogue

communities, about plants in their

Floral attribute

culture and our own heritage and

mythology, as well as European
art works. There will be themes to

Dr Philip Moors, Director of Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne talks
with Martin Carlson of the John Truscott Design Foundation, on the
establishment of a dedicated native botanical garden. Dr Moors is director
and chief executive officer of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne.
He is a BSc graduate, with First Class Honours from ANU and
attained his PhD at the University of Aberdeen, Scotland.
Philip, please tell our readers about the

do with the environment and
conservation, of biodiversity and
bush tucker. A key element will be
a demonstration for people who are
perhaps building new homes in
south-eastern Melbourne and are
starting literally from scratch with

Literature and art, the outback, the

parts of the world. Botanic gardens

their home garden. We will provide

Royal Botanic Gardens at Cranbourne.

red centre—all these things are very

offer a whole range of opportunities

ideas on low water use Australian

Why are they located there?

much bound up in who we are and

for the community, including

how we view ourselves. I believe

recreation and open space for

years there has been interest in

these things are central to the

family picnics and horticulture. I

gardens at Cranbourne specifically

finding a suitable site for displaying

Australian Garden.

certainly don’t advocate a purist

designed to give people ‘ takeaway

PM: It’s a long history. For over 50

and celebrating the flora of the

plants, as well as beautiful flowers.
There will be several exhibition

approach in which botanic gardens

ideas’. Plants used in these gardens

continent of Australia. Back in the

garden, we wanted it to be a garden

only contain Australian plants. A

will only be those commercially

1950s, the Maud Gibson Trust

of the times, to reflect the essence

botanic garden must suit the

available in nurseries—so if you see

played a key role. Indeed, trustees

of Australia, use the Australian flora

community and the times.

something you like, you will be able

of the Maud Gibson Trust found the

in ways that excite, make people

site for the gardens and convinced

proud—and perhaps challenge how

there is already in many parts of

people view the plants.

regional Australia, a strong interest

scale anywhere else in the world in a

in the plants and landscapes of

public garden?

both the Victorian and Federal

In setting a design philosophy for the

So to go back to your question, I think

to purchase it at local nurseries.
Is there a project of this dimension and

Governments to make the land

I believe in the past Australian plants

available. At the time it was a

have had bad press. They were

their own regions. This trend has

defence reserve. The Victorian

thought of as boring, or not very

been reflected in how new gardens

starting from scratch, as we literally

Government purchased the land in

colourful, or difficult to grow in

are being designed and how older

are. We started with an old sand

the mid-1960s and in the late 1960s

home gardens. All those stereotypes

gardens are rejuvenated…and

mine, and from nothing we are

it was set aside for the specific

are not, in fact, true. The Australian

perhaps given new leases of life,

purpose of a botanic garden of

Garden gives us the opportunity to

with new plant collections, interests

Australian flora.

show people how wonderful the

This was the goal from the beginning,

PM: I don’t think so, no. Certainly not

creating a magnificent garden.
There is nothing like it in Australia.

and objectives.

Other gardens display Australian

Australian flora is, how bizarre, how

Is this trend influencing horticultural training?

but it has only been in the last

colourful, how sweet smelling. We

PM: I think it is. Certainly horticultural

rich experiences. But that is not the

traditional approach by displaying

seven or eight years that resources

have approached this garden in the

students these days have much

now much more interested in

only reason for its existence—and

particular plant groups, or

have become available to enable

context of what it means to be

greater exposure to Australian flora,

selecting plants that require less

indeed it would not be sufficient

associations of plants. For instance,

the creation of a botanic garden of

Australian and taken the opportunity

its propagation and management.

water. Many Australian plants meet

justification. It will be a garden that

they display a collection of

Australian plants.

to celebrate the beauty, diversity and

There is also far more focus on

that need perfectly and are easily

can be experienced at a whole

eucalypts or acacias. We will have

unusual nature of Australian plants.

water conservation and water-wise

grown at home. They are beautiful

range of levels, enabling visitors to

many thousands of acacias and

garden management both at home

and can be mixed in with old

become immersed in a whole series

eucalypts in the Australian garden,

and in public gardens.

favourites from other parts of the

of stories.

but the design of the garden will

Given the history of such institutions that
came from an Anglo-Celtic background,

Is there a flow-on to regional and rural

what influences have that decision had

towns that have their own scaled down

on the design of the new garden?

versions of the Royal Botanic Gardens

plants, but they have taken a more
I think in home gardens, people are

world. I would like to think that

Water is only one story in the garden.

reflect the feeling of landscapes.

Melbourne? How might these ideas

focused on this as well. The brief to

home gardeners everywhere in

Figuratively speaking, as people

We are quite intentionally heading in a

time when we are 100 years old as

influence rural gardens in the future,

the designers, in terms of plant

Australia are now mixing and

move through our garden, they start

new direction and setting new

a Commonwealth—with Federation

particularly with reduced access to water?

selection, was to create a low water

matching the plants they grow—

in Central Australia—where there is

standards to encourage people to

PM: The garden project has come at a

At the Australian Garden in we have

use garden. Early in the life of the

using more natives as well as

an absence of water. As they move

learn about and celebrate our

community is very aware of, and

botanic gardens in New South

garden we will need to irrigate

exotic plants.

further into the garden, they go on

floras. I don’t feel this project has

actively debating, what it means to

Wales and Queensland, and some

some plants to ensure they are well

Does that mean the Cranbourne garden

a metaphorical journey due east to

counterparts anywhere else and we

be Australian. What are the things

established regional gardens, which

established. But there will be

might have an enhanced program

the wet east coast of Australia. Visitors

are excited about that.

that differentiate us from other

have focused on their regional

significant areas of the gardens,

of public education as part of its

will progressively move through a

communities and other places. Of

flora—and I think that is entirely

which once established, will survive

modus operandi?

range of landscapes—as if moving

about what influences it might have on

course the landscape, plants and

appropriate. Such gardens celebrate

purely on rainfall. However, overall

PM: Education is a key element of the

towards the central NSW coast.

people’s attitude to their own home

animals of the continent play a vital

plants of their own region, while

the garden will be designed for low

garden at Cranbourne. It will be a

role in shaping who we are today.

some are growing plants from other

water use.

beautiful place to be and provide

in 1901. It is a time when the
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PM: There are a number of new

ON STAGE

Spring 2004

The garden will contain stories of how
plants have been used by Aboriginal

Rightly so. A fascinating concept emerges

front gardens. We have been educated
to make them showpieces that are

*
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very rarely used. This could add some
very interesting implications for the
design of home gardens.
PM: We hope so and as I mentioned,

Of course you do need to look after

place where kids can let off steam

only sparingly. We do not want

imported from overseas, but plants

open late next year. A year or two

any plant in your garden.

amongst Australian plants, while

algae blooms in the water. We have

from other parts of Australia which

after that we plan to complete the

their parents or grandparents can

paid a lot of attention to ensuring

become weedy in Melbourne—or

visual journey to the east coast, and

enjoy a seat in the shade.

the garden has minimal impact on

Victorian plants which are known

that part of the garden will contain

local conditions.

to be weedy in Western Australia.

some wetter habitats.

That bush look in the 70s-80s was
pretty much a disaster for everyone.

these exhibition gardens seek to

It made people highly suspicious of

inspire people to use more

how Australian plants could be

Australian plants at home, ranging

used at home—and we want to take

where landscape themes—water,

hydrology of this sand country, as

the scales from people’s eyes.

culture, horticulture and ecology—

the underground water supply is fed

are all dealt with.

from quite a distance.

from having an entirely Australian
plant garden, to mixing and

the broader Australian garden

Among the exhibition gardens you are

matching with what it currently

planning to construct, is there one that

contains. The exhibition gardens

is particularly striking and different?

will provide ideas for putting

PM: There will be five exhibition

Australian plants in an established

gardens. One is a celebration of

garden that might have camellias,

colour and form featuring

azaleas and roses. We will be

Australian flora.

showing how Australian plants can

The five exhibition gardens relate to

We do not want to affect the natural

We are also taking care about the

What is your timeline for development of
the 11 hectares?

That sounds very exciting and has all sorts
of wonderful implications.

PM: The first stage of 11 hectares will

PM: It is a great privilege to be leading

be open late in 2005—the Central

the institution at a time when this is

Australian portion. It will have a

happening. Most directors can only

site at Cranbourne? Are there salinity

weeds. We do not want inadvertently

very impressive waterway, with a

dream of building a whole new

issues etc?

to plant Australian plants that turn

100 metres long sculpture. We

botanic garden and we are doing it

into weeds. We have gone through a

believe it will probably be the

here and now at Cranbourne.

good place to start, because many

very careful process of vetting the

longest sculpture in Australia—a

Australian plants like low nutrient,

planting list to remove plants that

sculptural interpretation of the

—nothing has been done since

What is the nature of the soil in the actual

PM: It is an old sand mine. It is a very

Currently we are at the Guilfoyle stage

sandy, well drained soils. The

we feel have weedy characteristics—

flanks of Uluru or Stanley Chasm,

William Guilfoyle began working on

match and complement them. I

issue of water in the garden, how

condition of the soil at Cranbourne

and on that basis we have excluded

with rusty sheets of steel with a

the gardens in South Yarra in the

hope the gardens will establish a

you can limit water use and still

suits many plants and it is easy to

new trend in how people use

have a beautiful garden.

Australian plants.
We want to take people’s mind set

The second deals particularly with the

home gardens, new gardens and

unsuccessful approach in the 1970s

established home gardens.

water feature beneath them.
Greg Clarke, a Melbourne sculptor, is

early to mid-1870s.
We are now doing what he did in

in the initial 11 hectares we are

undertaking that commission. The

South Yarra, in Cranbourne. It is a

constructing now. We will be

waterway itself is being designed in

great privilege and a wonderful

direction! We do have good supplies

watching very carefully, that among

Sydney and will be a feature below

of ground water, but we do not

those 1000 species there are no

the sculpture.

improve the soil for specific plants.

about use of Australian plants in

away from that singularly spectacularly
of the ‘bush look’—the red gum

build up nutrient levels and

The third provides a series of ideas

one or two hundred species.
There will be over 1000 species planted

It is very difficult to go in the other

experience for us.
You may be aware that the Truscott

wish to use it for irrigation. We

sleepers, if you like, that might over

sleepers, the eucalyptus mulch,

Australian gardens: new cultivars,

propose to use the ground water for

time become weeds. And we will

there will be a eucalypt walk

project in a series of Eco Tourist Lodges

some scruffy wattles and a few

and references to genetic

some of the water features.

quickly remove any that appear.

celebrating the diversification of

in Dunkeld to mark the town’s 150th

eucalypts. The plants were left to do

manipulation of plants.

gum trees from Central Australia,

anniversary. As part of those celebrations

set in a dry river bed.

the Foundation is funding an artist in

their own thing, because the

The fourth is the future of plants in

We have put a lot of thought and

Weeds are a very significant issue for

In addition to the exhibition gardens

research into the hydrology of the

Australia. Billions of dollars are

thought was, they were natives, and

which has a working title of ‘the

site, making sure as far as we can,

spent and lost in productivity

A visitors’ information centre with café,

‘you don’t need to look after them’ .

children’s back yard garden’. It is a

that fertilisers are not used, or used

through weeds, not only those

education facilities and shop will

The final area is a children’s garden,

Early site construction at Cranbourne on the site of a former sandpit.
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Constructing the rockpool feature.

Early planting of the Eucalyptus Walk.
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Foundation this year is funding a small

residence ‘Sculpture in the Bush’ project
at the 90 acre Dunkeld property at

*

East coast species, Angophora, planted last May at Cranbourne
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Fair Lady revisited

Melbourne Design Prize inaugurated

the edge of the Grampians, below
Mt Disappointment.

The inaugural Melbourne Design Prize has

PM: We will bear this in mind,

The Twentieth of May is Eliza Doolittle Day, but 14 August was reunion day for some of the cast of
My Fair Lady, which opened in Melbourne in January 1959—and Robert Foster was there.

been won by Donald Bates, co-director of

because artwork is something
which, from the very beginning, we
have wanted to include in our

Lab Architect Studios, designers of

T

Federation Square. The winner was
announced on 5 August.

garden: the Greg Clarke sculpture

An initiative of the John Truscott

and Mark Stoner is doing a major

Design Foundation Inc., and Melbourne

ceramic work for the first stage.

magazine, the $5000 Melbourne Design

he function was held at the

Festival, then she was heading up to

theatre highlight for the 1962

holiday home of Ballet Academy

Brisbane to direct Leading Ladies for their

Commonwealth Games, plus, of course the

organiser, Nicholina [Ralston] and

Festival—and while she was doing all of this

English cricket tour where Barry and

Peter Kunig at Palm Beach, NSW—perfect

her husband Bob will be touring the USA

Annette first met.

hosts, in a house with postcard views over

with a 10-piece jazz ensemble.

Award recognises an outstanding design

Barrenjoey lighthouse, a setting that would

things you will see as you enter

initiative that inspires and enhances life

rival that of the best set designer.

the garden. We also hope to

in Melbourne.

Mark’s sculpture is one of the first

Some of the faces we’d be accustomed

As well as Melbourne’s award winning

include temporary exhibitions or
spaces that can be used for artworks.
Art is part of our cultural experience
and we are very keen to have it as
part of the experience of the

to included Bunty Turner, Stuart Wagstaff,

Federation Square design, Lab Architectural
Studio were recently chosen by developer

commissioned Julian Nestor and Adrian
Lonsdale, recent Swinburne graduates, to

and exciting project.

design the trophy (right).

n

this mean a
return to
the stage?’
A husky

test cricketer) and his

voice that could

wife Annette (a former

still be heard in

dancer and part of the

The John Truscott Design Foundation

Gardens. Good luck with this inspiring

play, causing another guest to ask, ‘Does

Knight (the English

central business district of Beijing. Lab also

your vision for the Cranbourne

Perth, where the show was selected as the

Googie Withers spoke about doing a new

McCallum, Barry

Soho China to design a major project in the

China.

Philip, thank you very much for sharing

crossing the Nullarbor on their way to

coming to Melbourne.

Googie Withers, John

has commissions in Tianjin and Qingdao,

Australian Garden.

A digital disc linked to a laptop showed
photographs of the My Fair Lady company

There were whispers that a new
production of Lady Windermere’s Fan may be

the back row of

Take Five group),

the gods,

Nancye Hayes and

announced,

her husband Bob

n

‘Darling, I never

Bertles, Alan Haugh

left it!’

and his dancer wife,

There was a

The John Truscott Design Foundation Inc. was established largely by

We believe that if you want to commemorate someone’s past

Jan Green, Ron

sad moment

people who worked with John at the Victorian Arts Centre but who

achievements you have to do it in a living way, so that their values

Folkard (the original

listening to a tape

and their strivings really mean something to the

stage manager), Barrie

from the last

next generation.

Stewart and David

reunion in 1979

Ellis (dancers and

and hearing

Inc., please contact PO Box 69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3002.

Take Five members),

again Jimmy

Phone (03) 9415 6796, Fax (03) 9415 8095, E-mail mdc@

Sybil O’Donoghue

Hannan

soundhouse.com.au

(mother of comedian

were aware that his interests and concerns extended beyond the
confines of a particular complex and beyond any particular art form.
The Foundation has focussed on design, because we think the
design element in our culture best expresses what John stood for,
whether design in the theatre, the street or to do with the
cultivation of the plants and flowers, which he loved.

For further information on the John Truscott Design Foundation

Rory O’Donoghue)—

Nicholina Kunig, Googie Withers, Stuart Wagstaff, John McCallum

developer David Marriner for $22.6 million

out of character for the locale. The legal

Metro Collins Street cinema, may again be

in 1989.

wrangle was finally resolved in January this

up for sale, according to a report in The Age
on 5 June.
This time the property will be complete

It was resold by receivers in 1993 to
SEAA Enterprises for just $4.35 million.

year. Heritage protection will ensure that
the elegant street frontage will be preserved.

Adam Garrisson’s Wetherby Capital picked

Garrisson, who is believed to be

with a permit for apartments, retail space

it up for $15 million in July 2000, planning

considering offering 171 Collins Street to

and offices.

to rework it as a $145m, 19-level residential,

the market, is also involved in the

office and retail complex.

spectacular GPO redevelopment.

The building has had a history of failed
upmarket retail ventures. In the mid-1980s

when the Liberman family, through

transformed into the $22 million Figgins

associated family companies Sweetvale and

Diorama, housing smart international

JGL Investments, lodged objections with

designers. In 1987 the failing enterprise was

the Victorian Civil and Administrative

sold to Harris Scarfe chief Sir Donald

Tribunal in January 2001.

Trescowthick for $14.5 million.
He spent another $4 million turning it
into the Shop of Shops. When this too
faltered, Trescowthick unloaded it to
Page 20

As owners of the adjoining KPMG
building, Sweetvale argued the proposed

Folkard announced, ‘Overture and

throughout the day you

beginners please!’—and the show

could have heard a

was on.

pin drop.
Betty spoke of all her

The strains of the Lerner and

‘children’, which she called

Loewe score drifted through the

all of the dancers from all

sound system, and champagne was

her shows, but none, she

served to toast Bunty’s birthday.

said, were as beautiful as

As she was presented with a
n

The project sparked a four-year dispute

the Metro Theatre interior was gutted and

It was the only time

Very early in the day, Ron

The Auditorium concert hall and later the

the Fair Lady ladies.

large black and white hat box filled

As the day drew to a

with violets (right), the odd tear
On Stage thanks the Victorian Arts
Centre’s Performing Arts Collection and
the National Portrait Gallery for making
complimentary copies of their
spectacular colour book Rarely Everage:
The Lives of Barry Humphries available for
distribution to Victoria Theatre Trust
members with this issue of On Stage.

development was too built-up and would be

close, Stuart thanked the

flowed from some of the girls.

hosts, and suggested the

In the ‘stage whispers’, Stuart

gap should be lessened

spoke about his forthcoming stint

between these events as

narrating Into the Woods for the Gold

cast numbers seemed

Coast Festival.

o be dwindling.

Nancye was heading off the next

And, yes, it truly was a

day for preparations for the musical
Eureka, part of the Melbourne Arts

ON STAGE

the wonderful
Betty Pounder.

and me.

Repeat performance

interviewing
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Bunty Turner and Robert Foster.

‘luverly’ day.

n
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One hundred glorious years...

groaning stage. The Squatter’s Daughter !

The key to the iron gates stuck in the lock, so workmen had to knock them down to let the local glitterati into
His Majesty’s Theatre, Perth, on opening night, reports Ivan King, the theatre’s archivist, on the Maj’s centenary.

Term Of His Natural Life ! Ben Hur, even!

Breaking The Drought ! The Kelly Gang ! The
American comedian Fred Niblo arrived
in 1913 with a series of plays. While here he
took a shine to one of the troupe’s small
part players, a West Australian named Enid
Bennett. They eventually married and he
became a noted Hollywood director. It was
he who steered Greta Garbo through her
second American film. and directed the
silent film version of Ben Hur.
Meanwhile, his wife went on to star in a
total of 50 movies, from those of the silent
era through to Judy Garland’s Meet Me In St
Louis. Enid Bennett—Australia’s forgotten
Facade of His Majesty’s theatre in 1904

screen siren!
Melba’s recitals filled the house in 1914
and again in 1922. Six years later, in 1928,
the Williamson-Melba company introduced
the breathlessly waiting West to the
wonders of grand opera, with a season that
was extended by one night so an extra
performance of La Bohème could be
presented. To achieve this, a ship due to sail
from Fremantle at 11pm with the singers on
board, had its departure delayed until
2 o’clock the following morning.
It then sailed away with the cargo of
tenors, baritones and sopranos—and there
was no more professionally staged opera in
Perth for 21 years. Not, in fact, until 1949

The Maj’s stage crew in 1904

Picture: Robert Garvie

W

ithin the central business

short films as part of an evening of magic

pickaxes knocked them down so that the

been the WA Government’s official

installed and she spent the days sitting

district of Perth, a corner block

and illusion.

local glitterati could take their seats for the

architect. He designed major buildings like

among the fish and poultry supplies,

inaugural performance—the Pollard Adult

the Supreme Court, Parliament House and

bounded by King and Hay

The audience of nearly 3000 ‘cheered

emerging only after sunset for the show.
In 1910 things were busy on the corner

when, with a fine sense of history,
Williamson’s returned with their Grand
Opera Season and opened with…La Bohème!
Puccini’s masterpiece literally stopped
the traffic that night, when hundreds of
people arrived at the King and Hay Street

Streets has been in show business since 9

so heartily that the last picture was

Opera Company’s production of The Forty

the Treasury. He was also responsible for

November 1896. On that date, on that site,

re-shown’. That memorable event is now

Thieves. According to the program this was

Government House ballroom, about which,

of King and Hay Streets. Oscar Asche and

corner to watch an exotic species—opera

the gates opened on Ye Olde Englishe

commemorated by a plaque attached to the

‘A stupendous, spectacular extravaganza

in a letter to his mother during that 1908

Lily Brayton did some more Shakespeare

lovers—sweep into the Maj for a weepy

Faire, a simple outdoor venue which, for

King Street flank of the building which

with a vast wealth of Oriental splendour,

visit, Percy wrote, ‘The calm, repose and

and Peter Dawson sang a few robust ballads

evening with poor Mimi and Rodolfo.

as a supporting act to delicate Amy Castles.
And after Franz Lehár’s famous operetta

World War when fund raising concerts,

waltzed Westward for the first time, Perth’s

featuring local and visiting entertainers,

airing at the Maj in December of 1909

better class of matrons topped themselves

collected thousands of pounds for the Red

when Nellie Stewart starred as Rosalind in

with copies of The Merry Widow picture hat.

Cross and other wartime charities. There

several scorching West Coast summers,

later replaced Ye Olde Englishe Faire—His

Gorgeous Magnificence, Entrancing Ballets,

mellowness of Gov.H. ballroom is

offered entertainment from the various

Majesty’s Theatre.

Dazzling Marches, Pretty Girls, Scenic

something to be keenly proud of.’

strolling players who happened to be
passing through the isolated and
underpopulated Swan River Colony.
Two weeks after that opening, on
21 November 1896, all the fun of the Faire
was heightened when the local population
caught its first glimpse of moving picturesflickering images beamed from a

Ah, yes, His Majesty’s Theatre! In a
city where so much historic architecture
was bulldozed into the ground, the
Edwardian ambiance of the Maj has
become the artistic soul of Perth.
As a result, this centenary year has very
special significance.
Christmas Eve 1904 was the night

Marvels, Lively Music, Exquisite Costumes,
Clever Comedians, Bright Specialties and
Stirring Tableaux.’ Not bad for starters!
So began an endless parade of actors,

Mr Shakespeare’s work had its first

As You Like It. Her company played

But back now to the years of the First

It was the year, too, when an elocution

was a Grand Khaki Concert and a Belgian
Relief Fund concert and a Cooker Concert

singers, dancers, musicians, comedians,

through Christmas and into the New Year,

teacher showcased his pupils and students

mimes, tumblers and clowns, all of whom

before travelling on to Kalgoorlie, where

in some well spoken matinée performances.

For The Light Horse and an illustrated

have contributed to the rich and colourful

Nellie arrived in the middle of a blistering

His name was Lionel Logue, and he was

lecture entitled ‘Gallant Little Belgium’…to

history of our beloved Maj.

heatwave. This resulted in one of

the man destined to cure King George VI

name but a few, as they insist on saying.

Australian theatre’s funniest stories…

of his stutter.

The horrors of battle were no doubt

Cinematograph brought to town by

chosen for the Grand Opening and it was

The first legend I’ll mention is Percy

magician Carl Hertz.

an evening not without incident. Because

Grainger. He passed through the stage door

the key stuck in the lock of iron gates

in 1908 as associate artist to contralto Ada

was given a key to what passed as the local

Maj in 1911—a period when blood-curdling

gathered at the Maj for a reception for

guarding the main entrance, workmen with

Crossley. Percy’s father, John Grainger, had

refrigerated storeroom. A couch was

melodramas also thundered across the

Edward, the Prince Of Wales.

Advertised as ‘the wonder of the 19th
Century’, the Cinematograph screened six
Page 22
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As the temperature soared, Sweet Nell
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H.B.Irving unleashed his Hamlet at the

recalled in July 1920 when returned soldiers
*
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A Dream of Passion: The Centennial History of

We do not know if he sat in the Royal Box.
He did, however, come down the aisle,

Melbourne stage-by-stage

His Majesty’s Theatre by David Hough is a

shaking the diggers’ hands and telling some

lavishly illustrated 360-page hardcover

about the wonderful Australian game he

Since 1852 many faces of entertainment have been presented on the site now occupied by the
Comedy Theatre. Ralph Marsden continues his chronological history of the theatres of Melbourne…

chronicle of this magnificent theatre.

had discovered, involving two pennies.

It will be published in late October.

There were many war widows and

If you pre-order before 30 September,

grieving mothers in the audience at a

it is available for the special

lunchtime lecture on 11 February 1921.

introductory price of $59.95, including

Hoping, no doubt, to find some way of

postage and handling.

contacting their fallen Anzacs, they were
attracted by the subject of the lecture,

into Melbourne, Rowe is said to have made
a fortune in the two years his circus stood

9265 0900; email: astridj@hmt.

home to England.

here.

oifcperth.com.au

That man was the creator of Sherlock

or visit www.hismajestystheatre.

Holmes—Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

com.au and follow the link to
‘What’s New’.

To be continued in the next issue of On Stage.

Joseph A. Rowe opened Rowe’s American
Arriving from California just as the first

Hay Street, Perth, 6000. Phone: 08

Fremantle stopover of the ship taking him

dated from 29 June 1852 when

bounties of the gold-rush were flooding

Majesty’s Theatre Foundation, 825

popped into the Maj during the brief

entertainment history can be

Circus on this prominent corner.

For further details contact His

spiritualism. It was delivered by a man who

T

he Comedy’s long but broken

Reputedly laden with cash and treasure,
he returned to California in February 1854
and an advertisement in The Melbourne

n

Morning Herald on the following 14 October
by his wife Eliza, announced the closure of
the circus and the auction of the buildings,

Show biz on ice

horses and theatrical properties.
The circus was housed in a permanent
wooden amphitheatre with seating in a

This year is the official centenary of ice skating in Australia.
Our first artificial ice skating rink, the

The National Ice Skating Association of

inaugurated the Australian Ice Skating Hall

Glaciarium, opened on 6 September 1904

Australia was founded in 1911. A Sydney

of Fame. Among the many inaugural

in the former cyclorama at 91 Hindley

Ice Skating Club was established a few

inductees were Pat Gregory and Reg Park,

Street, Adelaide. The building survives as

years later. In 1930 these became the

who starred in many spectacular ice stage

the home of the Adelaide Symphony

National Ice Skating Association of

shows in the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s.

Orchestra (see On Stage, Autumn 2003)

Australia (Victoria) and National Ice

When the Adelaide rink closed, the

Both are reported to be ‘as perky as

Skating Association of Australia (New

ever’ although Pat no longer skates. Reg

equipment was taken to Melbourne by

South Wales), operating under a national

still coaches in Canberra.

Newman Reid for his Melbourne Glaciarium

council. Australian championships were

in City Road, South Melbourne.

conducted from 1931.

Following a 1917 fire, the Glaciarium was

ISA member Kate Christopher is
researching the history of ice skating in

During the 1997 Australian Figure

Australia and she’d love to hear from any

rebuilt and continued until the 1950s. It

Skating Championships, national delegates

VTT members who remember of those

closed in 1957 and was demolished to make

voted to change the name of the Association

great theatrical ice shows.

way for the Southbank development. There

to Ice Skating Australia Incorporated.

also were Glaciariums in Hobart, and two in

Send your memories to us, or you can

To mark the centenary the ISA has

contact Kate at gekosk8@tpg.com.au, or both. n

Sydney.

Contacting

Capital development
The interior of the Capital Theatre in

The new carpet is an original William

Bendigo has recently been refurbished

Morris ‘Arts and Crafts’ design with bold

under the supervision of heritage architects

patterns and borders. It is used for the

Allom Lovell and Associates.

staircase, the upstairs foyer and the

Interior décor has been darkened,
minimising the reflection of light from the

Postal address

Funded by a Commonwealth grant of

stage to the walls, which marred the earlier

about $2m, the enhancements include a

colour scheme. The walls are now a rich

new rake to the auditorium floor and wider

Indian Red and the proscenium arch and

seats, reducing the seating capacity from

all doors are chocolate.

519 to 485.
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departure the building was occasionally
used by concert artistes or minstrel troupes

240 Exhibition Street, Melbourne

entertainer’.
The Olympic, whose entrance faced
into Lonsdale Street, was described thus in
The Argus of 11 June 1855: ‘The iron walls
are for the most part cased with brick…’
while the interior presented a ‘light and
exceedingly elegant appearance… The arch
of the proscenium is broad and flattened; it
has a span of thirty-three feet… surmounting
the proscenium is an elegant casting in
papier maché of the royal arms, and the
arch is supported by six Corinthian pillars,
the flutings and capitals of which, being
gilded, have an exceedingly rich effect. The
ceiling… has been judiciously painted a
blue white and spangled with gold stars.’
The decorations by William Pitt Snr
(whose son later became the foremost
Australian theatre architect of his day) were
in green, pink and French white.
Seating capacity was variously estimated
at between 1150 and 1500 in pit, stalls,

the first ‘legitimate’ theatre to be built here

dress circle and a variety of boxes. What

was laid on the corner of Lonsdale and

seems to be the sole surviving photograph

Stephen (now Exhibition) Streets.

of the Olympic’s exterior was taken by

This theatre was made up almost

visiting English photographer Walter

entirely of cast iron, prefabricated in

Woodbury about 1855 or 1856. This is now

England and shipped out in individually

held in the archives of the National

numbered pieces for assembly on site.

Museum of Photography, Film and

It was built for George Coppin, the

Television in England, although a copy is

energetic English born actor and

also kept in the Picture Collection of the

entrepreneur who, when touring his

of his company and the press in attendance

homeland in 1854, had commissioned its

on 18 April 1855, recorded that the

design from Fox & Henderson of

architect for the building was C.H.Ohlfsen

Australasian of 14 August 1886, recalled the

Birmingham and its fabrication from

Bagge and the builders George Cornwell

Olympic as ‘hot in the summer and cold in

E.&T.Bellhouse of Manchester. Coppin had

and Company. The theatre was eventually

the winter. Internally it resembled a chapel,

signed up the Irish tragedian Gustavus

christened the Olympic in honour of

with a rectangular gallery for a dress circle;

Vaughan Brooke to tour Australia and,

Brooke who had had his first success as

and the adjacent bar was nearly half as

according to Alec Bagot’s biography,

Othello at London’s Olympic theatre.

large as the theatre itself. But it was the

State Library of Victoria.
An ‘Old Playgoer’, reminiscing in The

Coppin’s competitors immediately

custom in those days for the greater portion

Sydney’s theatres adequate for such an

derided it as ‘the Iron Pot’, however, the

of the male part of the audience to rush out

important engagement, he thought the

name by which it was soon popularly known.

for “refreshment” at the end of each act,

existing playhouse—‘a wretched hole’.
The foundation stone for the as yet

victt@bigpond.net.au

.…Rowe’s American Circus,
The Olympic Theatre,
Coppin’s Olympic,
The Argyle Assembly Rooms,
The Argyle Rooms,
The Australian Hippodrome,
The Hippodrome
The Paragon Pictures,
Majestic Square,
The Paragon Picture Pavilion,
The Criterion

acrobat, rated as the world’s best one man

Shortly after this, the foundation stone for

Queen’s—at that time Melbourne’s only

e-mail

The
Comedy
Theatre

such as Rainer’s Ethiopian Serenaders.

Coppin the Great, although he considered

PO Box 382,
Malvern,
Victoria 3144,
Australia

auditorium aisles.

dress circle, boxes and pit. After Rowe’s

the Wizard Jacobs, ‘conjurer, ventriloquist,

Some six weeks after the cast iron
components had arrived on site the
Olympic was close enough to completion

and a nobler of brandy was regarded as the
cement of friendship.’
The official opening of the Olympic

unnamed theatre, which was laid by

to be opened for the first public

took place on 30 July 1855 when a proper

Brooke, with Coppin and other members

performance on 11 June 1855. This was by

stage had been installed for the first
dramatic season. Despite torrential rain *

n
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Royal was much bigger, more opulent and

month-long season of drama, beginning on

endurance and perseverance at Ballaarat,

pitched in rows in the dress circle to serve

melodramas that usually featured cowboys,

mud’ the house was ‘crowded in every

better placed. In spite of this hard won

18 June in Richelieu.

will walk his first mile in Melbourne on

as dressing rooms… But I could not make

Indians and horses as well as actors, Cole

part’, according to The Age of 31 July. After

supremacy there was still unrelenting

Tuesday 23 November at Seven O’clock in

any money at it.’

split his Bohemian Dramatic Company in

a much applauded prologue declaimed by

competition from too many theatres: the

and Brooke now firmly established at the

the evening at the Olympic Theatre and

Brooke, there was a ‘renewal of the

combined capacities of the Royal, the

Royal, the Olympic was housing such

terminate the undertaking (D.V.) 3rd

the old theatre building early in the

applause, and to vociferous calls for

Olympic, Astley’s Amphitheatre and the

attractions as ‘The Siege of Sebastopol’, a

January 1859. Hours of walking, a quarter

morning of 29 November 1866. All that

for a ‘People’s Theatre and Circus Building’

“Coppin”, who, however, did not make his

Queen’s was close to 8000 people.

‘Grand Exhibition of Mechanical figures,

before and one minute after each even

remained were ‘the bare walls and iron

from Sydney architects Parkes and Harrison

Model Scenes and Theatre of Arts…for one

hour. Tickets for the 1000 hours £1.1s.’

fittings’. according to The Age of 30 November.

which, while not specifically designed for

and the streets being ‘ankle-deep in

appearance’, The Argus of the same date

In addition to these the Salle de

reported. Without further delay, the first act

Valentino, Cremorne Gardens, the Exhibition

of the opening play, Bulwer Lytton’s The

Building and numerous lesser halls and

Lady of Lyons proceeded.

hotels all sapped a share of the potential
audience from a population of only 70 000.

Brooke’s leading lady was 22-year-old
Fanny Cathcart, who later became one of
the most popular and versatile
local players. She had signed an
onerous two-year contract with
Brooke in England and had
recently led her fiancé, English
actor Robert Heir, who was also in

After tours of the goldfields and

By 20 October, however, with Coppin

week only’.

In February 1859 Coppin and Brooke

Anna Bishop returned for ‘one night

But as late as 10 June 1933 a

two to set up a second base in Melbourne.
Cole had already commissioned plans

the site, were at one stage submitted to the

dissolved their partnership and sole

correspondent to the same paper reports

only’ on 8 January 1857 and four nights

ownership of the Olympic reverted to

that a portion of the ‘Iron Pot’ was still

later came the actress Marie Duret in a

Coppin. Bagot reasons that Coppin

‘working out its destiny’ as a wharfside shed

dated February 1905, these show a quite

season of plays. Duret had once been

When Lola Montes was the rival attraction at the
Royal, Coppin included a burlesque of her famous
spider dance in his program…‘His imitation was a
riot. saved from a charge of vulgarity only by the
side-splitting roars of laughter it provoked.’

Melbourne City Council for approval.
Now held in the council’s archives, and

retained the Olympic (which cost £200 a

at Hokitika in the South Island of New

elaborately decorated iron roofed auditorium

Brooke’s mistress and according

week to run and was mostly running at a

Zealand.

of brick and stucco with an arched and

to his biographer, W.J.Lawrence,

loss) in favour of the profit-making

‘after feathering her nest for

Royal on sentimental grounds: ‘The

years…without a word of warning,

building was so much his own

she ran off to America…’

conception that no thought of

Duret was evidently a versatile
actress with a penchant for male

Brooke’s company. Heir soon

Fire destroyed the baths and most of

relinquishing it seems seriously to
have entered his mind!’

As late as 10 June 1933 a correspondent to
[The Age] reports that a portion of the ‘Iron Pot’
was still ‘working out its destiny’ as a wharfside
shed at Hokitika in the South Island of New Zealand.

colonnaded facade enclosing
both stage and circus ring.
Unfortunately, no surviving
detailed written or pictorial
records of the site at this time
have so far come to light but it

became dissatisfied with the secondary

Tasmania, Brooke returned to the Olympic

roles for she first appeared as the

roles he was given, however, and

for a ‘farewell’ performance on 1 December

highwayman Jack Sheppard then as Romeo

the Victorian parliament in 1858 and,

a furniture warehouse in 1873 and this

‘People’s Theatre’ was ever built here. Cole

persuaded his wife to beak her contract so

1855 and, prior to an announced departure

in Romeo and Juliet. She also played ‘three

preoccupied as he was with a political

remained until 1891. After standing vacant

probably renovated whatever remained of

that they could star together under the rival

for California, appeared before a crowded

different characters’ in A Duel in the Dark

career, he leased the Olympic to Frederick

for several years the site came full circle

the earlier building and opened his season

management of John Black at the then new

house. The departure was postponed,

and The French Spy and essayed as many as

and Richard Younge who reopened it on

when The Australian Hippodrome was

of ‘Drama Under Canvas’ at ‘The

Theatre Royal.

however, and Brooke was back for a fresh

eight parts in Winning a Husband.

30 June 1859 with a program of comic

built here in 1894.

Hippodrome’ about 19 December 1906.

Although a court case ensued which

season on 28 January 1856 when he

Appearing in two plays per night, on

Coppin had been elected an MLC in

plays. Coppin himself returned to the

The baths were rebuilt, but replaced by

An Argus advertisement on opening day,

seems unlikely that any part of this

A four-act bushranger melodrama, King

Cathcart lost, Brooke eventually agreed to

appeared as Brutus in Julius Caesar ‘for the

some nights Duret portrayed as many as

Olympic’s stage for two short seasons of

25 August, announced: ‘£1000 spent on the

of the Road, was the first offering but on

agreed to alter her contract to more

first time in the colonies’. He also gave a

eleven separate characters! Energy and

charity performances—the first from 23 to

property £500 spent on new canvas £250

Christmas night a sacred concert and

favourable terms and the couple returned

first Australian performance of Henry V on

versatility notwithstanding, her season,

30 July and again from 24 August to

spent on timber £100 spent on chairs £300

biograph entertainment replaced the

to his company in October 1855.

25 February. Brooke’s ‘most positively…last

although originally announced for 24

3 September.

spent on new costumes and uniforms £200

cowboys and horses—this leading on, a year

appearance’ was on 26 April and for once,

nights, was terminated half way through

spent on electric and gas lighting £100

or so later, to a series of Sunday night

into direct competition with the Theatre

as far as the Olympic was concerned, this

and The Argus of 26 January noted that

attracted criticism for this from a conservative

spent on upholstery, carpets and

charity concerts and film shows that

Royal which had opened only two weeks

was true.

‘Mademoiselle Duret has been playing…

element who considered it unseemly for an

decorations £300 spent on advertising.’

became a regular fixture.

with very equivocal success…’

MLC to appear on stage. Coppin retorted

The Olympic was immediately thrown

earlier. When that management reduced

Coppin and Brooke had become

admission prices Coppin was forced to do

business partners and early in June 1856

likewise, although he publicly admitted that

they took control of the Theatre Royal, left

by doing so he was running at a loss.

in charge of the Official Receiver after the

It soon became clear that the Olympic

In spite of his good intentions, Coppin

The Argus of 27 August 1894 reported:

Circus-melodrama remained the staple,

that if other MLCs could practice their

‘The hippodrome is surrounded by a high

however, and weekly change plays followed

was no longer viable as a theatre and, after

professions, why couldn’t he?—and very

wall, and was specially prepared for the

into the new year.

the closure of a short-lived ‘Polytechnic

sensibly continued to perform.

circus. A large new tent has been erected

Although the emphasis was on outdoor

bankruptcy of its owner, John Black. From

Exhibition’, it was reopened on 11 May

attraction at the Royal, Coppin included a

this time on the Olympic went into a

1857 as ‘The Argyle Assembly Rooms’ for

Olympic was a ‘Female Pedestrian Feat’

burlesque of her famous spider dance in his

sudden, irreversible decline, opening only

‘Terpsichorean pastimes’.

beginning on 4 January 1860 in which a

opening attraction and remained here until

and the perennial East Lynne and Uncle

program: ‘after cavorting all over the stage

sporadically for imported players and

Miss Howard and a Mrs Douglas were

29 September 1894. Other circuses

Tom’s Cabin.

in a ridiculous manner’, Coppin (according

concert and vaudeville artistes of (mostly)

until 30 November 1857 when it was briefly

matched to walk 1500 miles in 1000 hours,

occasionally used the Hippodrome over the

to Bagot), ‘withdrew from under an

the second rank.

reopened as ‘Coppin’s Olympic’ for a

After this the theatre was advertised as ‘to

next few years but it seems never to have

closed in mid-November 1907 and

return season by the Wizard Jacobs.

let or for sale’.

been very popular—possibly because of the

‘Broncho George’s Team of Wild Australian

relatively small size of the site—and by 1903

Outlaws and Rough Riders’ was the

Once, when Lola Montes was the rival

extremely scanty skirt an enormous animal

There was nothing second rate about

The building remained a dance hall

The last quasi-theatrical attraction at the

inside and is comfortably seated.’
Fillis’s Circus and Menagerie was the

action, Cole’s repertoire also included such
popular dramas as Boucicault’s The Octoroon

The Bohemian Company’s first season

resembling a spider’, and chased it across

Madame Anna Bishop however; apart from

Another minstrel troupe began a season

the boards. The people in the audience

being the estranged wife of the English

there on 1 February 1858 but by 22 May it

eventually converted part of the building

Sands and McDougall’s Melbourne Directory

attraction from 16 November until a

‘literally rolled out of their seats with

composer Sir Henry Bishop, she was an

had been converted back to the ‘Argyle

into ‘Australia’s first Turkish Baths’. He

lists the address as vacant once more.

fortnight before Cole’s return on 21 December.

laughter… His imitation was a riot. saved

internationally renowned soprano and

Rooms’ where a ‘Full Dress Ball’ was held

reminisced in an Argus interview of 10 April

Edward I. Cole, a flamboyant tent

from a charge of vulgarity only by the side-

probably the most widely travelled and

two nights later.

1899: ‘The green-room became the first hot

showman who liked to dress up as famed

Hippodrome seasons up to mid-June 1909

splitting roars of laughter it provoked.’

adventurous opera singer of her day.

The partnership of Brooke, the brilliant

Madame Bishop began a month long

As there were no takers, Coppin himself

A fresh novelty was advertised in the

room, the property-room the second and a

American frontier scout, Buffalo Bill, with

although by now the company was appearing

Melbourne press in November 1858: ‘Great

dressing room the third. The ground under

shoulder length hair, flowing moustache

here only on Friday and Saturday nights
and touring the suburbs the rest of the week.

tragedian, and Coppin, the popular comedian

series of concerts at the Olympic on

Pedestrian Feat. 1000 miles in 1000 hours.

the stage was made into a swimming bath,

and wide sombrero, brought the site back

and shrewd showman, soon won over the

13 May 1856. Mr and Mrs James Stark,

Alan McKean who so successfully

and there was also a shallow bath in the

to life in 1906. After successfully establishing

majority of the audiences—even though the

‘celebrated American artistes’, starred in a

accomplished this trial of strength,

space occupied by the pit. Tents were

a tent theatre in Sydney with a repertoire of

Page 26

The Bohemians played several more
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Joan Clarke

Australia and the Modern World

1920–2004

(1957) and Teaching History (1958).

Researcher, writer, editor,

His expertise in history was

playwright and businesswoman

always informed by his

Joan Clarke has died in Sydney

knowledge and love for music.

at the age of 83.

Lloyd is survived by three

With the help of German

sons from his first marriage, and

orthopaedic surgeon Max
Herz, Joan overcame

Lloyd Evans

Joan Clarke

Les Foxcroft

childhood polio. She later

by his second wife, former ABC
broadcaster Jocelyn Terry.

researched and wrote his

W

biography, Dr Max Herz,

Les Foxcroft

Surgeon Extraordinary. She told

1918–2004

her own remarkable story of
triumph over adversity in her
1994 autobiography, All on
One Good Dancing Leg.
Johnny Ladd

Doug McKenzie

2GB, where she worked with

Margot McLennan

Charles Cousens, and started
writing. She joined the Eureka
Youth League and the
Communist Party, and her

George Mallaby

Mary Dechainaux Purbrick

comedy written with John
Meredith in 1955, was performed only
once, in Brisbane.
Her first published book, Girl Fridays in
Revolt, written with Zoe O’Leary in 1969,
was the first in-depth study of women in
Australian business. A founding member of
the Australian Society of Authors, she was
a member of its committee of management
from 1963 to 1981, and editor of its quarterly
magazine, The Australian Author, from 1977
to 1981. She was a life member of
International PEN Sydney.
Her ashes were scattered in the Pacific,
off Brunswick Heads, as she wished.
W

Lloyd Evans
16.10.1919–18.7.2004
A widely known and respected figure in
Melbourne history and musical circles,

Leone Stredwick

Veteran television actor George Mallaby

started in 1956. They were regulars at the

In the RAF he and another future

has died on the Gold Coast after a long

Melbourne Moomba Festival and helped

illness. He was 64.

raise money for Royal Children’s Hospital.

comedy great, Frank Thornton, ran a radio

Business Award, presented by Variety, the

of Homicide—helped care for him.

children’s charity. Doug Christie, chairman

Theatre in Melbourne.

In 1948 Ladd joined the Players’ music

With his piercing blue eyes and rugged

Doug’s kindness and love of children was

of Variety, said Mr McKenzie was awarded

hall in London, where he presided as an

good looks, ‘Gorgeous George’ became an

for his long service to Melbourne’s

to Sydney and spent a decade

ebullient chairman and developed his

Australian television heart-throb in the

entertainment industry and his commitment

working in radio and clubs as a

loveable ‘Chelsea Pensioner’ characterisation.

1960s and ’70s.

to children’s welfare.

compère, comedian and

He also gained valuable experience at the

harmonica player.

infamous Windmill Theatre and as Dame

series, including Homicide, Cop Shop, Matlock

children really loved him,’ Mr Christie said.

in five ice pantomimes.

Police and Prisoner, winning a Best Actor

‘We will miss him a lot.’

roles in series such as Riptide,
Skippy and The Rovers.

His other notable stage appearances

Melbourne University. He appeared in

The Comedians (Ensemble, 1976), Harvey

student revues, including Getting the Bird

(Marian Street, 1974), The Floating World

which played at His Majesty’s in May 1939.

(Nimrod 1975), The Sentimental Bloke (Q,
Penrith, 1983), Much Ado About Nothing
(STC, 1992).
Foxcroft’s unique mixture of Aussie

Candlelight festival. He joined the National

ruggedness, cheek and charm featured in

Theatre Opera Company for its inaugural

dozens of TV series, his longest stint being

season at the Princess in 1948, appearing as

his three-month portrayal of Sir William

the Duke of Mantua in Rigoletto.

Mainwaring in Number 96.
His films include The Fourth Wish,

National for a number of years, and was

Caddie, Newsfront, Phar Lap and Eternity, in

one of the organisers of a well-attended

1994, in which he was cast as the legendary

fiftieth anniversary reunion in 1998.

Sydney graffiti artist Arthur Stace.
Foxcroft’s last screen appearance was in

with the Melbourne Mandolin Orchestra

illness. A professional historian and author,

an episode of All Saints, in which he and

and served as its president for several years.

his old mate, the late Paul ‘Chubby’
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there as Mr Puff in Sheridan’s The Critic.

28 years, Lenice—whom he met on the set

include Reedy River (New Theatre, 1968),

He wrote several fundamental texts for

television shows, Peter’s Fun Fair, which

tour Japan after the war.

Lloyd William Evans has died after a brief
Lloyd retired as head of the Department of

stars of one of Channel 7’s longest-running

was in the first British revue company to

early expression during his studies at

In 1968 Lloyd began a long association

1940–12.7.2004

comedy partner Jack Perry, Zig, were the

inaugural recipient of the Heart of Show

in 1980.

Lloyd remained associated with the

George Mallaby

of Australian television. He and his long-time

Gold Coast nursing home where his wife of

Knew My Father.

radio talent quest and in the 1949 Carols by

W

character actors.

with Ralph Richardson in Lloyd George

voice was heard in the 1947 P&A Parade

He was still at school when war broke
out, and he made his farewell appearance

the Princess Theatre on 30 August.

A survivor of the infamous Changi
prisoner-of-war camp, Doug was a pioneer

recognised in 2002, when he was the

History at the State College of Victoria

After his war service, Lloyd’s fine tenor

decided that he would be an entertainer.

He was remembered at a gala tribute at

pneumonia. He was 87.

stroke, Mallaby spent his last years in a

In 1973 he toured Australia

Lloyd’s lifelong love of music found

when he saw his first pantomime—and

right until the end.

duo Zig and Zag—has died in Melbourne of

entertained troops in Europe and Asia, and

Fortune Show, and had featured

Newtown, in 1954. The Wild

Born in Derbyshire, Ladd was nine

wit and the twinkle in his eye remained

went into air crew training. At war’s end he

headed Channel 7’s The Captain

produced by the New Theatre,

music hall, variety and pantomime.

business’ and the people in it. The ready

4.8.2004
Comedy icon Doug McKenzie—Zag of the

country’s most respected

In the early days of TV he

first play, Home Brew, was

sprang from the rich traditions of British

years, Johnny retained his deep love of ‘the

Doug McKenzie

Wheelchair-bound since his 1994

After war service he moved

Jack Davey, John Dease and

expert journeyman comic, his artistry

Though his health deteriorated in recent

W

Les Foxcroft was one of this

he started his career at the New

joined Sydney radio station

19.2.1924–27.6.2004
Johnny Ladd made people laugh. An

Hogan’s television show for seven years.

station at Heaton Park base, after which he

Born in Fitzroy, Melbourne,

In her late teens Clarke

Colonial Boy, a musical

Johnny Ladd

the teaching of history, including

Hogan and went on to produce comedy on

Chubb, played father and son.
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His big break came in 1956 when he

He acted and wrote for a number of

Logie in 1975 for his role of TV program

‘He was a kind, caring entertainer and

Theatregoers with long memories will

was cast as ‘juvenile lead’ in the British

boss Paul Donovan in the drama series

remember Zig and Zag’s hilarious

musical Grab Me a Gondola, which ran for

The Box. His big-screen credits include

contribution to the Melbourne Tivoli’s 1961

673 performances in the West End, and
then toured Britain with Ladd as resident
director of the show.
In 1959 he directed and starred in
Gondola in this country, after which he
appeared at the Tivoli as a skating comic in
Ecstasy on Ice and Dame in Robinson Crusoe
on Ice.
He decided to make Australia his home
and joined Gaslight Music Hall on TCN-9.
After this came The Bobby Limb Show and
Graham Kennedy’s In Melbourne Tonight.
Johnny was resident comedy guru and in
his nine years with IMT he had a hand in
over 3000 sketches.
In 1970 Ladd starred with Jill Perryman
and Johnny Lockwood in Tommy Tycho’s
musical When We Are Married at Sydney’s
Phillip Theatre. He found new audiences in
theatre restaurants in Sydney and
Melbourne and, with partner Joe Latona
created shipboard revues and trade shows.
He was a judge on the New Faces talent
quest which ‘discovered’ comedian Paul

Spring 2004

Petersen (1974), Tim Burstall’s Endplay (1975),

pantomime Fun Fair.

Eliza Fraser (1976) and The Spy Who Loved Me

W

(1977). He continued acting until 1992 when

Margo McLennan

suffered the first of series of strokes.
Born in Britain, Mallaby came to
Australia at age 16 and tried his hand at a
variety of jobs, including panel beating,
signwriting, hazelnut farming and
abalone diving.
He appeared on stage in Adelaide in
several productions directed by John Tasker
including Inadmissible Evidence at Adelaide
Teachers’ College Theatre in 1965, and the
State Theatre Company’s The Royal Hunt of
the Sun at Bonython Hall for the 1966
Adelaide Festival of Arts.
His big acting break came with his role
as Detective Peter Barnes in Crawford
Productions’ Homicide, in which he starred
from 1967 until 1973.
But it was his portrayal of Barney
Robinson in the 1976 ABC series Power
Without Glory that he regarded as his finest
acting achievement.

8.2.1938–28.7.2004
Margo McLennan, who has died of cancer
in London, had four distinct professional
incarnations, each more vivid than the last.
As Margo McMenemy, she was the
teenage skating star of spectacular British
1950s ice shows. As Margo Mayne, she was
an alluring glamour girl of the West End
stage, British film and television in the
1960s. As Margo McLennan, she
established herself as a powerful character
actor, and finally, as Margo Lady McLennan,
she was the first woman in the world to
work as a celebrant of gay marriages.
In 1974, after her first marriage ended in
divorce, she married actor Rod McLennan
and settled in his native Australia.
After appearing in the TV series Bluey
and the film The Getting Of Wisdom, the
peak of her professional fame came at age
41, when she was cast as Catherine

*
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Roberts in Prisoner. This ran for seven years
and gained a worldwide cult following.

Hall (1946) were widely acclaimed.
Mary’s first marriage ended in tragedy

but returned to Sydney for family reasons.

When her character, a vengeful mother

when her husband of eight years, Emile

Here she played frequently for the ABC in

who had run down her daughter’s rapist,

Dechaineaux, died on active service in the

concerts, solo recitals, and on radio in the

was written out, vociferous fans demanded

Philippines in 1944.

popular program Pianists of Australia. She

Mary moved to Melbourne and raised

her return. This came in 1981 in the
contrasting role of Prison Officer Parsons.

their two children while working in radio at
the ABC. Though she played ‘maternal’

McLennan’s later work, invariably

returned to London, from where she toured

acclaimed performance in the mini-series

were directing and writing scripts, especially

widely and played for the BBC, but in

All The Rivers Run, a 1992 nationwide tour

for schools broadcasts.

practising too assiduously she badly injured
a finger. Despite treatment and rest the

a new life as the wife of Eric Purbrick,

and Blue Heelers and, in 2003, a final film,

owner of the celebrated Chateau Tahbilk

Prisoner Queen (2003), about an eccentric

winery, near Seymour. In 1998 she

returned to Sydney. She and her husband

waiter obsessed with Prisoner: Cell Block H.

launched the Collins class submarine

had adopted two children, both of whom

In the 1990s McLennan became an

HMAS Dechaineaux, named after her

were musical. It was while accompanying

official marriage celebrant; as feisty as ever,

first husband.
W

services recognising gay partnerships. Her

Leone (Billie) Stredwick

husband was not surprised—he saw it as
‘part of her infinite capacity to love people
of all hues, natures and dispositions’.
She is survived by her second husband
and a daughter by her first marriage.

1928–2004
Born in Grafton, NSW, Leone Stredwick
made her name as a brilliant young classical
pianist in the immediate post-war years.
After early music studies at St Mary’s

W

Mary Dechaineaux Purbrick
11.11.1912–6.7.2004
Actress, writer and bohemian hostess Mary
Purbrick has died at the age of 91. Born in

College, Alexander Sverjensky, then the

trouble persisted.

She played in an ABC chamber music

looking at ways of expanding access to this
significant collection through initiatives
including online projects, publications and

After surgery the symptoms began to

the Trust’s Site and Facilities Master Plan.

pleasing to note that they include some

lived quietly and privately until her recent

identity was unsuspected by many of her

working there as an actor and director.

performance by a symphony orchestra!

newer acquaintances.

studies in London with Harold Craxton,

head of strings at the University of Texas

in the Bowler Hat (1945) and Toad of Toad

and met and married journalist Hal Myers.

at Austin.

a bicycle across the stage every now and

place on being boring.
Danceworks is underscoring this
emphasis by presenting a piece that is about
boredom, if it is about anything.
The Point Hotel, choreographed by this

- Janine Barrand
Manager—Collections & Research
The Arts Centre, Melbourne

has been very sympathetically restored and
converted into four boutique cinemas,
bookshop and cafe.

Winter 2004) reminded me of the delightful
story about Pia Zadora, who famously was
appearing on Broadway in The Diary of Anne
Frank. Her performance was legendary—
appalling! On opening night, when the
Nazis searched the house, the audience
apparently yelled out, ‘She’s in the attic!’
Your article on theatres/cinemas for sale
reminded me of the UDC Ballroom in
Birmingham Street,Yarraville, currently on
the market for $3 million. I believe it was
built about 1910 as a suburban cinema but

Could I suggest future articles on the
new theatre planned for the Footscray Arts
Centre, and the refurbishment of the
Williamstown Memorial Hall as a
performance space (where the National
performed Ray Lawler’s Days of Thunder
pre-MTC)?
Thanks also for the article on Gertrude
Johnson—I am getting quite a few letters of
support for her inclusion on the Victorian
Honour Roll of Women.
- Robert Taylor
General Manager
Australian National Memorial Theatre n

has spent most of its life as a ballroom. It

My feline friend Clio,
told me of a catalogue of
Swanston Street institution. Seems they
have a beautifully refurbished building, but
a short-fall of ongoing funding of $2 800 000!
Clio fears they might have to cut services to

conversational French and the whirring of

the La Trobe and the Art and Music

an empty turntable.

libraries and the newspaper sections, and
may even be close closed after 6pm.

There are two bursts of Benny
Goodman swing, but, far from responding

and fidget as she tests whether one folding

with anything as lively as the jitterbug, the

chair is more uncomfortable than another.

performers merely shuffle around at slightly

As well they’re talking of stripping up to
$300 000 from conservation and the

theatrical magic at his amazing Scenic

purchase of books and other library materials.

caused so much interest that I’ve dug up a

Studios in North Melbourne which he and

picture of it in its heyday.

Paul Kathner founded over 25 years ago,

says he’s horrified that the Government

It was taken in 1973 when they were

The Point Hotel is unfaltering in the

Melbourne group’s artistic director, Sandra

that suggest shop-window dummies, jump

earnest arrogance with which it refuses to

doesn’t seem to realise the value of the services

painting posters for How the Other Half Loves

Parker, is, according to the program note, ‘a

up and down rather cautiously and even

offer the audience anything a teensy bit

provided by the State Library of Victoria.

at the Comedy.

transient, dislocated zone of occupation, the

more cautiously wave their arms and legs.

interesting, let alone entertaining. Unlike

After all, what’s the good of a wonderful

fleeting world of human connection, times

Most of the accompanying soundtrack

most shows of its kind, it doesn’t even

building if you haven’t got sufficient staff

himself at the table in the centre of the

past and time passing.’

consists of such noises as a lesson in

manage unintentional humour.

and funding to meet day to day needs?

studio is my old mate, Ross Turner.

.n
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Ross, of course, is still creating

historic paint frame building at The Maj

Diogenes, the Parliament House cat,

increased speed.

My piece in the last On Stage on the

three performers roll around, strike poses

Page 30

deco cinema in the heart of Yarraville that

catastrophes at that great

then. Another woman does nothing but sit

During the 50-minute work the other

Its is just across the railway line from
the recently refurbished Sun Theatre, an art

Gus
goss

n

In our series of reviews from hell, Neil Jillett’s assessment of Danceworks’
The Point Hotel comes from The Age, 18 July 2004.

companies is the emphasis they

of Melbourne.

the State Library cat, has

Critical condition

T

significant opportunities to further bring

Her son Roger is professor of viola and

Rebecca (1941) and her direction of The Man

and a man. One woman just pushes or rides

Concept drawings of the Master Plan
are on display at the Arts Centre and it is

No longer able to play the piano, she

the first time she had heard a live

small contemporary dance

displayed. However, changing exhibitions

her if it had not been discovered in time.

busy Hobart Repertory Theatre Society,

Yarraville Railway Station.

Robert Foster’s ‘Bums on Seats’ (On Stage,

which, although benign, would have killed

and friends as Billie Myers, her musical

vacant land as well as the theatre opposite

Performing Arts Collection in the life

visual arts, only a small proportion is ever

The Victorian Arts Centre Trust is also

The reason was a large brain tumour

ABC’s Concerto and Vocal Competition—

active part in promoting the role of the

Pia’s place

Performing Arts Collection.

disappeared again, this time permanently.

School, she studied art, then joined the

The property also includes a residence and

heritage material, be it performing arts or

one more public performance, then

death at the age of 75. Known by family

performing arts, community arts or dance.

opportunity to view plans and play an

documenting Australia’s circus, dance,

and displays around the Arts Centre do

with Parkinson’s disease.

There are five performers; four women

along with over 300 000 other items

enable us to regularly highlight the

Symphony Orchestra as a finalist in the

he defining characteristic of many

Mr A’Vard’s Tivoli Theatre signs,

a caveat on the sale restricting its use to the

readers and hope that many will take the

As with most major collections of

Conservatorium, persuaded her parents to

After graduating she began advanced

Collection [On Stage, Winter 2004].

recital at the Sydney Opera House, gave

Hobart and educated there at Collegiate

Her performance in the lead role in

years ago for $2.9 million. She has now put

I commend this Master Plan display to

performing arts.

leading piano teacher at the Sydney

Soon after she played with the Sydney

Arts Collection.

valued part of the state collection of

Believing her career was over, she

disappear, but then she was then diagnosed

allow her to study with him.

I would like to thank Mr Phil A’Vard for

music, opera and theatre heritage, form a

her son that her pianistic powers returned.

she was one of the first women to conduct

was sold to a Sydney businesswoman a few

of the Arts Centre’s Performing Arts

In 1961, her career flourishing, she

Bernard Is Unwell, roles in A Country Practice

the public face to face with the Performing

Trust newsletter of the wonderful treasures

studio concert.

roles in many radio dramas, her specialties

Mary left the ABC in 1958 and started

Signs of the Tiv
reminding readers of the Victoria Theatres

was a soloist in the ABC’s first televised

distinguished, included a critically

with Dennis Waterman in the play Jeffrey

Letters to the Editor

She toured Britain for the Arts Council,

Spring 2004

And if I’m not mistaken, busying

to continue the grand JCW tradition.
You can find out more about Ross and
the vast range of theatrical services
available from Scenic Studios by visiting
www.scenicstudios.com.au
- Gus, the theatre cat n
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Developing the
Australian musical

n important initiative aimed at

development of Australian musicals

building a useful and

and the environment for their creation

sustainable base for home-

and production;

grown music theatre has been inaugurated

n

Victoria
Theatres
Trust

extending awareness and appreciation

of Australian musicals through promotion

in Melbourne.
Australian Musicals Development Inc
was launched at an enthusiastic meeting in

and advocacy;
n

the CUB Malthouse Bagging Room on

broader arts community and other

30 August.

stakeholders to achieve common goals; and

AMD is a not-for-profit membership-

n

sustainable financial, administrative and

production house. It will provide services

corporate governance base.
a website, a quarterly journal/newsletter, a

the wider arts community. Membership is

tax-deductible donations fund, and

open to any individual or organisation

advocacy development.

an oxymoron?

creative development support, training,

organisation ‘aims to encourage, support

publishing/recording facilitation,

and promote the increased quality, quantity

commissions, and so on.

and diversity of professional Australian

Contents
Is the ‘Australian musical’

Potential future initiatives may include

AMD’s mission statement says the

Spring 2004
Vol.5 No.4

There are plans for a monthly e-bulletin,

composers, lyricists, book-writers—and to

subscribing to AMD’s ideals.

ISSN 1444-0156

creating and maintaining a sound and

based industry body, rather than a
to Australian musical theatre creators—
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working in partnership with the

1

The quite wonderful
Olga Nethersole
Red alert!

6
8



Membership fees for the period to

musicals as an integral part of Australian

31 December are $25 for individuals

Theatre sales lay an egg

cultural life’ by:

(including $10 entrance fee) and $50 for

Charles Dickens at the music hall 10

n

facilitating the development of structures

and services more aware of and better
tailored to the needs of Australian musicals;
n

creating initiatives to support the

organisations (including $20 entrance fee).

Hard working wardrobe gets a

For further information contact the

well-earned rest

secretary, Venessa Paech, 0414 511 200 or
venessa@thegroundfloor.com.au

9

n

12

All the world’s a stage

13

At last, the world agrees

15

Design Dialogue: Floral attribute 17
Dedicated to the preservation, renovation and promotion of our theatre heritage.

Melbourne Design Prize
inaugurated

Annual subscription of $25 (general), $50 (corporate and overseas),
$10 (student) brings you a range of events, special offers,
discounts—and four issues of On Stage

Contacting us:

By mail: The Secretary, Victoria Theatres Trust,

			
		

PO Box 382, Malvern, Victoria 3144, Australia

By e-mail: victt@bigpond.net.au
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